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Bag Ladies Raise $17G’s 
On Annual Bus Tour!

Gay 
Marriage 

Gets 
Voters’ 

Blessing 
In 4 

States 
(It Was 
God’s 
Will!)

INDIANAPOLIS—Heels Over Head, the 32nd Annual Bag Lady Bus Tour, raised over 
$17,000 for the Gregory Powers Direct Emergency Financial Assistance (DEFA) Fund. 
The tour featured 130 participants, 19 stops and approximately 25 volunteers. At the 
beginning of the evening, Betty Wilson, CEO and president of the Indiana Health 
Foundation which administers the DEFA Fund, was presented the Joseph Miller Com-
munity Service Award and at the end of the tour, Pat Yo Weave was crowned the 2012 
Bag Lady Queen. Bill Hendrix was presented the Blossom/Cadillac Barbie Award. Gary 
Brackett, Bag Lady coordinator, expressed his “Thanks to all the volunteers, sponsors, 
participants, bar owners, bar staff and supporters in the Indianapolis community for 
making this such a successful tour!” See Page 53 for more of Mark Dickhaus’ photos.

Election Day was a great 
one for gay rights as 
voters in four states gave 
their blessings to same-
sex marriage, marking 
the first time in over 30 
tries that an actual vote 
of the people approved, 
confirming the long-held 
belief that attitudes in 
the U.S. have been shift-
ing in our favour.  Voters 
in Minnesota, Maine, 

Continune On Page 20
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In 
Brief

KINSEY WELCOMES COLLECTION

BLOOMINGTON, Ind.—The Kinsey 
Institute has welcomed the addition of the 
Dean Hamer collection to their Institute 
Library at Indiana University. Best known 
as  the discoverer of the “gay gene,” Ham-
er’s  papers, correspondence, news clips 
and videos provide fascinating insights 
into the excitement and controversy that 
surrounded one of the most important  
periods in the  scientific study of human 
sexuality. 

Hamer, like Kinsey, began his career as a 
research biologist and was an independ-
ent researcher at the National Institutes of 
Health for 35 years where he directed the 
Gene Structure and Regulation Section 
at the U.S. National Cancer Institute. He 
invented the first  method for introducing 
new genes into animal cells which allowed 
the production of numerous biomedical 
products.

As the techniques of molecular genet-
ics became increasingly powerful in the 
1990s, Hamer turned his attention to the 
roles of genes in human behaviour. He 
focused on sexual orientation because it 
was one of the most fundamental aspects 
of human biology, yet one of  the least  
studied from a molecular perspective — a 
situation he believed was due to a con-
servative political climate that stigmatised 
the objective study of  human sexuality.

Combining classical family studies 
with the newly developed technology of 
gene mapping by DNA linkage analysis,  
Hamer’s group produced the first molecu-
lar evidence for the existence of genes  
that influence homosexuality in males, 
and showed that one of these genes is   as-
sociated with the Xq28 marker on the X 
chromosome. 

Hamer’s findings, first published  in Sci-
ence in 1993, ignited an international 
media firestorm that quickly spread 
across newspapers, magazines, television, 
radio and the internet. The research  was 
the topic of front page stories across the 
world, major articles in Time and News-
week, news and talk shows including 
Nightline and Oprah, and even became 
the subject of a Broadway play. Reactions 
varied from cautious support from the 
scientific  community to passionate disa-
vowals from religious conservatives. Many  
gay, lesbian, bisexual  and transgender 
individuals felt the results would increase 
understanding and acceptance, while oth-
ers feared that they might medicalize or 
even eliminate  non-heterosexual orienta-
tions. Hamer described his work, and the 
range of  reactions to it, in his 1994  book 
The Science of Desire.
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Your Vote 
Counts

By Rick Sutton / Political Columnist

Please Continue On Page 28

The Word is published the last week of every month at 110 E. Washington St., Suite 
1402, Indianapolis, 46204. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy and fairness, 
the publisher assumes no responsibility for errors. Liability is limited to the cost of  
said ad. Ads not cancelled by published deadlines will be billed at agreed-upon price. 
Ads may be edited or rejected for content at the discretion of the publisher. All items 
appearing in The Word, as well as the name, logos and design are copyright 2012 by 
BBS, A division of High Speed Delivery Fork Ltd. & Ted Fleischaker and may not be 
reproduced in any form without prior written approval. 

Phones: Indy: 317/632.8840 * Louisville: 502/454.4877  

e-mail: ted@midwestword.com                               

Early New Year
Deadline!!!

™

Wednesday 12th December
Papers On Street:  

Friday 21st December

445 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA ST., SUITE. 401 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204 bjbaird@bjbairdlaw.com

WWW.BJBAIRDLAW.COM 317.637.2345

IN
YOUR
CORNERBarbara J. Baird

ATTORNEY AT LAW

As you celebrate the season and all it represents,
remember to celebrate the beauty of your own spirit.

No two
are exactly
alike…

…but all are
beautiful.

IT’S ALL OVER BUT THE SHOUTING

There have been multiple spins from the 2012 general election, but this one concerns 
our lesbian, gay, bi & trans community where this fact is unmistakable: There’s solid 
momentum for equality.

Voters in three states approved outright same-gender marriage: Maryland, Maine and 
Washington. Voters in Minnesota pushed back attempts to narrowly define statutory 
marriage as between a man and women ONLY. Four-for-four. A grand-slam home run. 
And the back-chatter on those four provided ample drama as well as possible insight 
into Indiana’s likely 2014 Constitutional Amendment referendum.

In Maryland, a delicately woven coalition of gay and lesbian groups and allies suf-
fered a minor skirmish before the victory.  It’s emblematic of that state’s turf battle 
which must be avoided in the future. There are several gay, lesbian, bi & trans ally 
groups which push for marriage quality in all its forms. One, Freedom to Marry 
(FTM), does marvelous work but demands attention — kinda like the conceited prom 
queen or, for those like my publisher old enough to recall them in their “glory days”, 
ACT-UP.  

Against that backdrop Equality Maryland tried to hold the coalition together. The 
statewide group has been through tough times in the last two years, but they were able 
to regroup and pull off the win with lots of help. FTM backed away from the coalition 
seven weeks out. They decided to spend the money they’d raised on their own.  Fair 
enough if they’d done so quietly. But they didn’t.

They tried to disguise their lone-wolf strategy, and to most of the state, it probably 
worked. But they left the coalition and decided to spend “their money” on their own.  
It could’ve been a huge barrier to overcome. Thankfully it was as a behind-the-scenes 
manoeuver that didn’t get the negative reaction it could’ve received as this shows: 
http://www.washingtonblade.com/2012/09/21/freedom-to-marry-changes-
course-launches-md-marriage-pac/

And here’s why it could’ve been a fatal tantrum: they left the coalition publicly. It 
was a sobering gesture to those of us interested in equality. Thankfully, though, it all 
worked. My sister’s home state is now a great place to visit for reasons other than a 
D.C.-adjacent free room with sis and those marvellous blue crabs. We learned a lesson: 
Indiana’s 2014 coalition must be cohesive and inclusive.  

THREE MORE STATES

The referendum battleground was somewhat different in Minnesota, Washington and 
Maine. All three states saw strong coalitions organised for the referenda. And for the 
first time, our opponents got to see a unified effort that gained national momentum.

In Minnesota I got to witness the ground game in person during its closing days. It 
was an impressive array of phone banks, “Get Out The Vote” and public events. My 
main observation: it was staffed mostly by volunteers and the public face was very 
inclusive. Translation: a great many straight folks were at the table.

Student groups and young voters made up a very important demographic in all four 
referenda states. And well it should — marriage is the civil rights issue of their genera-
tion. Recent national polls indicate an overwhelming majority — perhaps as high as 
80% — of that age group fully supports marriage equality.  

The post-mortem gives a strong advantage to the efforts of President Obama and his 
pro-marriage-equality stance. His nationally-televised flip on the issue last Spring gave 
the pro-marriage campaign strong momentum. Not coincidentally Obama won all 
four referenda states.

The Minnesota effort was flush with a rainbow of volunteers. Every possible demo-
graphic was represented. And as usual the opponents were there, too.

Check this out: http://www.queerty.com/battlefield-report-minnesota-gay-mar-
riage-opponents-obsessed-with-hitler-and-drag-queens-20121026/

Hitler and drag queens, huh? That’s all ya got? Bring it.

MIDWEST BATTLEGROUND

The Midwest was a battleground for national political junkies for the second national 
election in a row.

In 2008 Indiana crossed over from 44 years of Republican presidential dominance to 
give Obama a narrow victory. This year Indiana wasn’t that close, but Hoosiers were in 
the spotlight for other reasons. A regional election wrap-up:

INDIANA:  Mitt Romney walked away with Indiana’s electoral votes. But America’s 
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Complete details available. Subject to IGC approval. Must be 21 years of age or older to enter casino. Management reserves all rights. Gambling problem? Call 1-800-9-WITH-IT.

(800) 526-7223 
HoosierPark.com

Just North of Indy, off I-69 at Exit 226.

Get a FREE ENTRY when you enter any time from  

10 am - 9:59 pm on Friday, Dec. 28 AND AGAIN on 

Saturday, Dec. 29. At approximately 10:15 pm each 

night, one lucky guest will win their choice of a naughty 

Dodge Challenger, a nice Dodge Charger 

or $20,000 in cash!

Mondays through Fridays  
Through Dec. 28

 $4 Merry Mixers 

 $1.50 Frosty Draft Beers  

 $1.50 Santa Shots

Win a Naughty Challenger 
or a Nice Charger!

• Friday AND Saturday, Dec. 28 AND 29 •

Proudly displayed by:

Hoosier Park Racing & Casino is INDIANA’S BEST PAYING SLOTS!

Whether you're feeling naughty or 
nice, we have a specialty drink to 
match your mood.

Our Gift To You - BIG Bonus Entries! Get 100 
BONUS ENTRIES for both drawings with every 
same-day point you accumulate from 6 am on Dec. 24 
through 9:59 pm on Dec. 29! 
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FEATURES 
• Mega HDTV Wall 
• Indiana’s Best Microbrews 
• Signature Cocktails
• Taste-Tempting Menu
• Freshly Squeezed Juice

• Convenient Garage Parking 
   for just $2 with Validation
• Use Point Perks Towards Food 
   & Beverage Purchases
• Indy’s Only Off Track Betting
• FastBet Mobile Race Wagering

Food, Friends, Fun, Horseplay - A Winning Combination! 
This exciting destination features an American cuisine-inspired grille, a 21st 
Century pub featuring a one-of-a-kind LED bar top and a Las Vegas-style race 
wagering lounge - all just steps from Monument Circle. 

(317) 656-7223
HPWinnersCircle.com

Details available. Admittance to the Triple Crown Club requires a two-drink minimum and business casual attire. Must be 18 years or older to enter. Management reserves all rights. Some programs subject to change.

Downtown Indy - Just one block from Monument Circle at 
20 N. Pennsylvania between Washington and Market Streets.

HOOSIER PARK’S WINNER’S CIRCLE INTRODUCES...

A Smokin’ Good Time!

The Triple Crown Club is open to all who enjoy both a bold and 

one-of-a-kind atmosphere where no apologies are needed -  

just a smokin’ good time.
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Our Media Partners:

like us | follow us | watch us

For more information, visit us at 
www.prideofindy.org

A Holiday Celebration

A Holiday 
Celebration

featuring

Pride of Indy Concert Band

Pride of Indy Jazz Ensemble
and

Tuesday, December 11th – 6:30pm
Indianapolis Artsgarden

This concert is FREE

Street Parking available or 
at any Circle Centre Mall garage 

Handicap Accessible

Arts Council of Indianapolis & 
Pride of Indy Bands 

present
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Pink In 
The Sheets

By Mz. Pink / Word Columnist 

Around 
Town

Dear Mz. Pink, 

I’m kind of a bum, I have no drive. I work dead-end jobs and I don’t really want a 
higher education. I prefer my partying lifestyle. I like to go out all night and then sleep 
all day. I like the decisions I make for myself. At least I have up to this point. 

The problem is I’ve met someone who is the complete opposite. Normally I wouldn’t 
worry, but I feel differently about this woman. She is educated, responsible and career 
driven. She would rather stay at home than go out to the club.

She is the type of woman that I would have a one-night stand with and then move on, 
but this one has me wanting to come back again and again. 

All this said I am not sure how to change my lifestyle. I know that being with someone 
like this woman will not work out, because she will eventually get tired of my crap and 
since she is martyr status, she acts like she doesn’t want to change me. 

What I fear is when she realises that she can never change me and that I may never 
change we will break up and she will be bitter and scornful. I don’t want that for her or 
me. I don’t know what to do or where to go with this. I care for her and would like to 
move forward, but I am not sure I want to change or that I can change. Please help!

Party Monster

 

Dear Monster,

It’s good to know where you stand and know who you are as a person. In my opin-
ion, however, I feel that drive to change on your part will come, the party life will 
get old at some point and then you will want to settle down. Trust me: those things 
do come and the fact that you don’t want to rush that is okay. You should enjoy your 
younger years and be who you want to be during them. You will have plenty of time 
to become an old married lesbian! I know you may not see yourself changing, but it 
comes with age and wisdom. 

As far as this new lady, she sounds like a real catch. I know that anything which 
threatens your partying may scare you a little bit now, but she may be just what you 
need. 

I would say date her for awhile and if you feel that it is starting to go south then you 
can break it off and call it another notch on your bed post. But if it does work, then 
she may be just the one to tame your wild side. And that is not a bad thing and can 
be a good thing. 

As far as her being bitter when (or if) it ends, she probably will be anyway and if she 
wanted to change you from the beginning then you should probably enter with cau-
tion. It should raise a red flag if someone wants to change you any time because it 
could be a control thing or even lead to abuse and that is not an ideal relationship.

Also, if you are pushed to change and do so, later you will feel you were forced to 
change for no reason and you will become the bitter one. While you are dating 
watch for signs that she could only be happy if she is running your life. Remember 
that even though you party you do have a grip on how you live and how you want 
your life to be which is half the battle, meaning you may be way more realistic than 
you think.

If this woman does not try to change you and she just goes with the flow, don’t lead 
her on for too long. If time is passing and your dating relationship is going great and 
she is still on top of her game and is letting you be you but you still don’t feel like 
changing that is when you need to throw in the towel for her sake. 

You can’t keep her thinking that you are going to settle down with her if you have no 
plans to do so.  That is not fair to her — especially if she has done nothing but sup-
port you and your choices. Most likely a woman who knows what she wants out of 
life knows that she wants a good, steady relationship and a partner to live life with, 
too. Either you do that with her or you go on your way.

Good luck!

Mz. Pink

Pinkinthesheets.com

ALL SAINTS EPISCOPAL CHURCH WELCOMES THE REV. SUZANNE WILLE

INDIANAPOLIS—All Saints Episcopal Church is pleased to announce the arrival of 
their new rector, The Reverend Mother Suzanne Wille. Catherine M. Waynick, the 
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Indianapolis installed Wille during a Celebration of 
New Ministry Wednesday 14th November at 6.30 p.m. at All Saints.

Rev. Wille subscribes to the progressive Anglo-Catholicism that All Saints practices. 
She is passionate about social justice, outreach and stewardship.

“I couldn’t be more excited to come to All Saints! The more I come to know the people 
and the history of this place, the more certain I am that God has worked and is con-
tinuing to work in this place through profound, mystical worship and music; a warm, 
open, and welcoming community; and a commitment to social justice. I look forward 
to serving in this place and in seeing where God will call us next together,” Wille said.

Wille most recently served as Associate Rector and Interim Pastor at Christ Church in 
Warwick, New York. She graduated from Randolph-Macon Woman’s College in 1992.  
Wille received a Master of Arts in English degree from Indiana University in 1996.  
She taught English in a Catholic high school for girls in Chicago before discerning her 
call to the ordained ministry. Wille received her Master of Divinity degree and the E. 
William Muehl Prize in Preaching from the Berkeley Divinity School at Yale University 
in 2009. While an intern at St. Paul’s, Norwalk, famous for its “smells and bells” and 
its theology of Radical Welcome, she came to love the timeless Anglo-Catholic liturgy, 
steeped in beauty and mystery.

Wille and her spouse, Tracey Lemon, are happy to have found a home in Indianapolis 
and look forward to getting to know the community.

Built in 1911, All Saints is historically significant as the first Episcopal Church in the 
city to integrate and the first Episcopal Church in the country to ordain a woman as 
priest. All Saints’ ministry to the homeless was the genesis of the Dayspring Center, an 
emergency shelter for homeless families with children. All Saints has long served as a 
spiritual refuge for those rejected by the wider church and society.
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more than

INDEPENDENT
ONE-OF-A KIND
RESTURAUNTS

HOME TO

2000 LIVE MUSIC 
P E R F O R M A N C E S 
ANNUALLY

B A C H 
 

L I L ’ W A Y N E

from 

to 

“. . . THE MIX OF YOUTHFUL IDEALISM...MAKES 
THIS A PLACEV...YOU CAN CALL HOME WITHOUT 

GIVING UP YOUR SOUL.”

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

Plan your visit and enter to  
win a holiday getaway at

100+ UNIQUE, LOCAL  
DOWNTOWN SHOPS

17 FESTIVE 
HOLIDAY EVENTS

1 SANTA CLAUS
(we’ve got the real one)The Advocate,

FEB 2010 ISSUE

FOURTH
GAYEST 
CITY IN  
AMERICA
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Maryland and Washington State all gave proporals on their ballots the thumbs up with 
three of them calling for outright gay marriages to begin and the 4th, in Minnesota, 
refusing to add a marriage discrimination amendment to the state’s constitution.

But marriage was not the only issue our community won at the ballot box as from the 
marriage campaigns to reelecting President Obama and other priorities, gay, lesbian, 
bi & trans Americans were the big winners on election night.

The Human Rights Campaign, the nation’s largest lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgen-
der civil rights organisation, reacted to the overwhelming electoral victories, calling it 
“A milestone year with a clear mandate for equality moving forward. For the past two 
years, HRC has been laying the groundwork for our largest mobilisation effort ever 
to ensure 2012 is a turning point year for equality. HRC and our energetic support-
ers have raised and contributed more than $20 million to re-elect President Obama 
and to advance marriage equality and other electoral priorities. On marriage equality, 
HRC invested $8.4 million to include $5.5 million in the four marriage ballot measure 
states. HRC President Chad Griffin noted, “When the history books are written, 2012 
will be remembered as the year when lesbian, gay, bi & trans Americans won decisive-
ly at the ballot box. The dreams of millions of fair-minded Americans were realised as 
discrimination crumbled and equality prevailed.”

HRC as well as other gay rights groups noted that the victory at the ballot box was and 
is a “big deal” because it marks the first time, voters voted to allow loving couples to 
make lifelong commitments through marriage – forever taking away the right-wing 
talking point that marriage equality couldn’t win on the ballot.  

“No amount of well-funded lies about our families could deceive Mainers and Mary-
landers. The momentum for marriage equality has never been stronger, and with poll 
after poll showing a growing majority of support, we have a renewed certainty that we 
will win this fight,” the HRC’s Griffin noted.

Meanwhile, marriage was not the community’s only victory. Stuart Milk, Co-founder 
and Board President of the Harvey Milk Foundation, and Anne Kronenberg, Co-found-
er of the Harvey Milk Foundation noted, “The Harvey Milk Foundation salutes the out 
and proud men and women who courageously were on ballots for public office in the 
United States, thereby creating historic advancements for lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people across the nation and the world with their elections and victories. 

“As Harvey said 36 years ago: ‘We have to elect more gay people, that gives a green 
light to all who feel disenfranchised, a green light to all that we can move forward.’ 
We recognise the inspiring leadership of the Victory Fund & Institute, other organi-
sations and the greater community in supporting these brave men and women who 
have committed themselves to out public service. Openly gay and lesbian members of 
the U.S. House and Senate will increase to a historic seven legislators with the elec-
tions of Mark Pocan of Wisconsin, Sean Patrick Maloney of New York, Mark Takano 
of California and Krysten Sinema of Arizona as they join Rep. Jared Polis of Colorado 
and Rep. David Cicilline of Rhode Island - both won re-election, last night. Even more 
historic, Rep. Tammy Baldwin, will become the first out person to ever serve in the 
U.S. Senate. 

As a champion and leader on issues important to the community, we also proudly rec-
ognise and congratulate President Barack Obama on his re-election to serve a second 
term as the 44th president of the United States. Congratulations America!”

The HRC’s boss also noted the huge role the Obama campaign and presidency has had 
for the gay community, noting, “As millions of Americans celebrate President Obama’s 
reelection, the lesbian, gay, bi & trans community is particularly elated to return the 
most pro-equality President ever to a second term. There is no doubt that we will 
continue to see tremendous strides forward like we’ve made during his first four years 
with our Ally-in-Chief back in office. While some pundits predicted the President’s sup-
port for marriage equality would hinder his campaign, we know the opposite is true. 
His historic and heartfelt declaration that all loving and committed couples should be 
able to marry further motivated millions of voters and sparked conversations that led 
to wins for marriage at the ballot box.  His win is further proof of the marriage equal-
ity movement’s momentum.”

The election of Baldwin in the Midwest was also seen as another milestone by the vari-
ous gay civil rights groups. “As the first openly gay person elected to the United States 

God’s Will (And A LOT of Hard Work)
Bring Gay Victories @ Ballot Box

Continued From The Front Page Senate, she is a role model for our youth and all young women across the country. 
With a relentless focus on the issues that matter most to Wisconsin voters – economic 
security, access to healthcare and fairness and inclusion for all – Senator-elect Baldwin 
earned the respect of all her constituents, gay and straight,” HRC noted in a post-elec-
tion news release.

Elsewhere in the Midwest the key word was marriage and in Minnesota and Iowa 
election night brought good news. In Minnesota by voters declining to put an anti-
marriage amendment into the state’s constitution and in Iowa by refusing to throw out 
a pro-marriage judge who ruled in favour of that state’s same-sex marriage law and 
who had millions of lobbying dollars directed against him by NOM and other “family” 
groups vowing to defeat gay marriage at any cost.

“Iowans have made a strong statement for judicial independence and refused to let 
politics get in the way of judges doing their duty to uphold the law. Anti-gay groups 
trying to exact political retribution on judges should learn their lesson. Marriage 
equality remains the law of the land in Iowa and judges like Justice Wiggins will con-
tinue to do their jobs,” the HRC’s Griffin said after the votes were counted.

Marriage Equality USA (MEUSA) meantime congratulated the voters of Washington, 
Maine and Maryland for becoming the first states to approve marriage equality at the 
ballot box. Maine, Maryland and Washington now join six other states, the District of 
Columbia, and 11 countries worldwide in having civil marriage equality for all loving 
couples. 

“Today’s vote is the historic turning point in the grassroots movement for marriage 
equality,” added MEUSA Media Director Stuart Gaffney. “National polls have consist-
ently shown majority support for the freedom to marry, and now voters have proven 
it for the first time at the ballot box. Together, we are making marriage stronger and 
more inclusive than ever.” 

By participating in the Campaign for 20 Million More, hundreds of volunteers from 
MEUSA and over 50 partner organisations devoted thousands of hours to make tens 
of thousands of phone calls to educate on the importance of marriage equality and 
support the four state coalitions that faced voters in Maine, Maryland, Minnesota and 
Washington. 

“MEUSA volunteers and our many partners joined together to tell our stories of love 
and commitment, and the fair-minded voters of Washington, Maine and Maryland 
have responded to our calls for equality,” MEUSA Executive Director Brian Silva said, 
adding, “We have opened hearts and changed minds, and now Washington, Maine and 
Maryland have made marriage history. There is no turning back now on the road to 
full equality.”

Meanwhile, it was a tough week for the National Organization for Marriage. The 
anti-marriage lobby group poured millions into all four states with same-sex marriage 
ballot measures - and lost every one of them. Of course Brian Brown, president of the 
organisation would never admit defeat saying, “Our opponents and some in the media 
will attempt to portray the election results as a changing point in how Americans view 
gay marriage, but that is not the case. Americans remain strongly in favour of mar-
riage as the union of one man and one woman.”

Happier and closer to home, the gay and lesbian community saw victories in the 
turning back of the likes of Tea Party favourite and anti-woman Republican Richard 
Mourdock in Indiana (the “rape is God’s will” candidate) as well as challenges to Ken-
tucky’s U.S. Rep. John Yarmuth and Ohio’s Sherrod Brown. Indianapolis area voters 
also returned community supporter and longtime friend U.S. Rep. Andre Carson to 
Washington for another term.

As the HRC’s Griffin noted after the results came in, “Tonight we celebrate, but tomor-
row morning we get up and get back to work so that the victories we hail tonight are 
felt everywhere across this great country. Too many people are denied the ability to 
marry. Too many people go to their jobs without workplace protections. Too many 
young people go to bed at night and stare at the ceiling, sleeplessly wondering what 
awaits them the next day at school or at church or in their own home.  

“Thanks to all the hard work in achieving tonight’s victories, we finally have momen-
tum on our side and we will not rest until the promise of equal justice under the law is 
realised for every single person living in every single corner of this vast country.”
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New Years
CelebratioN

 Friday 12.28 Karaoke
 Saturday 12.29 DJ Mark Vallese,  
  Cabaret Kelly & Rick
 Sunday 12.30 Bingo 4-7,  
  DJ Mark Vallese, 
  Men of Manwatch
 Monday 12.31 DJ Mark Vallese,  
  Cabaret Niah Whitely 

 tueSday 01.01 ice tea 4-9p

Stay 2 nightS, 

get an 
additional 

night for $50

Midwest’s Largest gay 
resort CoMpLex

Updated pooL & deCK

HUge CoVered party deCK MaNy rooM optioNs

269.857.1401
www.dunesresort.com

SAUGATUCK  |  MICHIGAN

Visit our web site for our DJ and Event schedule.

gay frieNdLy
saUgUtUCK, MiCHigaN 
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Whipping 
Post

By Ms. K / Word Columnist
How do we educate people about our way of life without alienating them or worse yet, mis-
informing them? How we educate people about us is just as important as what we share 
with them because you cannot educate people about our way of life by throwing it in their 
face and saying, “accept me or hate me.” This will NOT work, ever.

When I first began my current Master/slave relationship we went to visit with my slave’s 
doctor for his yearly physical and overall health assessment. It was at that visit that we took 
some reading material to give to his doctor about our relationship and how it worked. I 
felt it was important for his doctor to understand that I TOOK personal responsibility for 
my slave’s health and overseeing it to the best of my ability. By being up-front and honest 
with his doctor, now after almost a decade, his doctor is my doctor and we consider him a 
friend, too.  We have an absolutely wonderful relationship with our doctor and so do many 
of our friends in the leather community.

So is there a way to approach people and interact with those outside of our way of life? 
Yes, but I beg you to please not do it the wrong way. You can win over people if you give 
them time and allow folks to adjust to things that are often very foreign and different to 
what they have known. And a word of caution: Always remember that you will NOT win 
over everyone every time.

I do believe that you can work to relate to people by finding common ground. For instance, 
if you are trying to explain things to someone who is religious, you could use the Bible to 
reference why your relationship works for you and how it works for you. I can attest to this 
because I used this over 20 years ago when I talked to my parents about being a leather 
woman. I used this again almost 10 years ago when I talked to my parents about owning a 
slave. When you can use something that other people respect and value to compare to what 
you respect and value, I feel you have a better chance to come to at least a mutual under-
standing. I can tell you that this may work but as you know, it will not work every time in 
every situation. Nothing’s guaranteed with human nature.

I received the following from a loyal reader, “I came out to my parents over 25 years ago 
about being gay and after years of hating my being gay, they finally accepted me, and we 
are able to get together at holidays and it not be awkward. Now I want to come out to my 
parents as a leather man. How do I do that? Or should I do that? I don’t think my parents 
have many more years to be around and I’d like them to accept this important part of me.”

Parents many times have a hard time accepting our being gay. If on top of that you add 
being a leather person they might feel that it’s just way too much for them to cope with so I 
think you have to decide how important it is for you to tell them. 

If your parents are at a spot in life where you believe you can work with them and let them 
know that you are happy and living life to its fullest because you are a leather man, then 
you have a good shot helping them to understand. Get some good reading material togeth-
er and ask them to read or reference anything that you can’t answer right away. I would 
suggest not giving them anything of a sexual nature and that you approach the whole scene 
from a happiness and honourable way of life viewpoint. If you are able to get your parents 
to see that being a leather person is someone of high integrity then you have a chance at 
getting them to accept this important part of you.

I also received an e-mail from a man in Evansville who is trying to work on his relationship 
with his entire family. He notes that they have told him that they can accept him being gay 
but not being a leather person. His family is under the false impression that being a leather 
person is like being in a cult or a gang and they are worried about him, not happy for him.  

I am suggesting that he try and talk to them and to give them some educational informa-
tion to read. Sharing with them about what it is to be a leather person instead of what type 
of kinky play some of us engage in is a better strategy I feel.  

With the upcoming holidays — a time when most people see their relatives more than at 
any other time of year — now is a good time to work on those relationships. I would also 
suggest that patience is key in this process. You are not going to win over everyone in your 
family no matter how hard you try so I would start with the person you think you have 
the best chance with. Show them how much better your life is because you are a leather 
person.  

Once you are able to get one family member on your side, you can use their help with the 
others. I wish you all the best of luck and remember to be patient with this process. It is a 
hard road but worth it if you can get that good relationship you seek.

Please e-mail me at MsKLeather@sbcglobal.net with your questions and comments.

Indy Author 
Sets Holiday 
Homecoming; 
Book Signing
INDIANAPOLIS—Former Indy resident and 
community member Rodney Ross will be sign-
ing his new book, The Cool Part Of His Pillow at 
7 p.m. Friday night 21st December at Indy Reads 
Books, 911 Massachusetts Avenue.

“We’re excited to host Rodney’s first, and only, 
Indiana appearance, ”Alex Mattingly, general 
manager of the city’s only downtown bookseller, 
which opened in July just down the block from 
The Metro, told The Word.

On the heels of Ross’ recent appearance at pride in Palm Springs, “we’re hoping local 
friends get reacquainted while new ones spend their holiday reading this remarkable 
novel,” Indy Reads Executive Director Travis DiNicola added.

“Living in Key West, Florida now,” Ross said, “this signing will remind me how ‘cool’ 
a pillow can get. I’m hoping for a magi-
cal dusting of snow.”

The Cool Part Of His Pillow details 
Barry Grooms’ journey when his part-
ner of 20-plus years is killed on Barry’s 
45th birthday. After numbly navigating 
a conveyor belt of friends, family and 
bad casseroles, he escapes to Manhat-
tan, but life’s gravity spins Barry back 
to the town where he grew up for 
another life lesson. 

“As a gay man of a certain age,” Ross 
said, “I wanted to speak to that de-
mographic about the absence of love 
after having had it. Yet I didn’t want it 
to be all loneliness and snotrags, so I 
blended snark with some unexpected 
twists.”

Ross will also be a contributing essay-
ist to The Other Man: 22 Top Writers 
Speak Candidly About Sex, Love, Infi-
delity, Heartbreak and Moving On from 
JMS Books in 2013.

Past achievements include an optioned 
screenplay and play (currently un-
produced). Other screenplays earned 

runners-up citations in the Monterey County Film Commission, FADE-IN and the 
lesbian, gay, bi & trans One-In-Ten Screenwriting Competitions. He also recently won 
‘Most Creative’ in the Key West Mystery Fest writing competition.

Both the paperback and e-Book of The Cool Part Of His Pillow are available from Ama-
zon.com, Barnes & Noble and other e-tailers, plus Indy Reads Books. 

Indy Reads Books is an independent, non-profit bookstore, celebrating literacy and 
featuring a stage area for author events. Inventory consists of reasonably priced used 
books as well as new bestsellers. Proceeds benefit the adult literacy programmes of the 
Indy Reads organisation. More information at www.indyreadsbooks.org

Reminder: Our deadline & On-Street Dates For The 
January / New Year’s Edition of The Word Will Be 

Early. Copy & Ads Are Due 12 December. 
Papers On Street 21st December!
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By Dr. Fred Schloemer, LCSW / Louisville

Outside 
The Box

Dear Dr. Fred: 
I am the older half of a relationship with Kyle and there are quite a few years between 
myself and my partner whom I have been living with a couple of years. I have a two-part 
question for you I hope you can answer. While I am considerably older than Kyle (he’s 21 
and I’m 44), I find it shocking that he is always accusing me of being horny and wanting 
sex, yet it is true whereas he seems to rarely want sex and finds it something he can take 
or leave. We have talked often about this issue and he assures me it is not me or lack of 
physical attraction, but that he has never been too overwhelmingly sexual in any relation-
ship he’s had. Is this at all normal given his age and is it possible for someone in his 20s 
to have little or no sex drive? I’m past 44 and seem to still have plenty! If so, what do you 
recommend we consider doing about it? We are clearly in love, but this is an issue which 
sometimes causes conflict! And the second part is along the same but different lines. One 
day recently I arrived home from work quite horny and started kissing and touching Kyle 
and the foreplay led to bed, but my boyfriend informed me that he “might not be able to 
get off because I just jacked off an hour before you got home.” I was quite taken aback 
as I always have felt that if you are in a relationship, then sex should be something done 
exclusively with your partner and aside from doing so together there should be no jacking 
off or other sexual activity. Am I old fashioned or just, plain wrong? Especially given my 
horniness I was disappointed to hear he’d just done this and though he did manage to get 
off with me, it was a bit shocking to hear what he had to say. He says everyone mastur-
bates even if they have a partner and I say getting off should be saved for your partner if 
you are in a relationship. What’s the doctor think?

Dear Reader:

It’s surprising how often I hear these exact same issues in my therapy practice with 
gay men, as well as in conversations with other male couples my partner and I meet 
socially. Clearly, these are matters that trouble many gay men in committed relation-
ships.

The short answer to your question is no, you’re not being either “old fashioned or just 

plain wrong,” in feeling and thinking the way you do about these issues and events. 
Your thoughts and feelings are a product of your own beliefs and values, which in turn 
are a product of your family upbringing and sociocultural background. “They are what 
they are” and you have every right to express them as you see fit.

Having said that, in fairness we need to also apply the same philosophy equally to 
Kyle. In other words, we need to honour his right to his own personal, yet different be-
liefs and values on the topic, specifically, that “everyone masturbates, even if they have 
a partner.” Although I have to admit, that’s a pretty sweeping generalisation which I 
think no one could ever actually prove or disprove beyond a doubt. What I can cite, in 
the way of proof or disproof, is the findings of various human sexuality experts over 
the years, which actually suggest that you’re both right in some ways.

For starters, much research does support Kyle’s argument that masturbation is a very 
natural and normal part of life for most people, including those living in committed 
partner relationships. However, other research also reveals that many people in such 
relationships have trouble with the idea of their partner masturbating without them 
being present. Like you, these people express feeling shocked or even betrayed in some 
way by their other half having sex without them, almost as if their partner has com-
mitted a form of infidelity.

Still other research suggests that, for many people, the sexual gratification involved in 
masturbation is nothing like the intimate experience of having sex with their partner. 
Rather, these people consider it a quick, convenient “tension reliever,” that, for them, 
has nothing to do with their loyalty to their spouse, and thus doesn’t signify anything 
of importance to the relationship.

For me, the most poignant aspect of your situation is the differences in age and libido 
that exist between you, and the somewhat “reversed” equation you’re operating under, 
i.e. the older rather than the younger man is the more sexually charged party in the 
pair, whereas in larger society we normally see just the opposite. Given that predica-
ment, I have to land on the side of the fence that says that Kyle, out of sensitivity and 
consideration for you, ought to try to conserve whatever sexual energies he does have 
and express them with you, rather than through masturbating alone. If he can’t, I hope 
he’ll at least make sure to take care of you and your needs (and maybe also keep his 
solo masturbating to himself in future to avoid hurting your feelings).

Fred Schloemer, Ed.D., LCSW is a gay psychotherapist in Louisville, KY. Contact him 
at FredSchloemer@aol.com 
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Out!Trip
Damron LGBT Travel Guides
with the 2012

LGBT resorts, bars, cafes,
 nightclubs, restaurants & more,

across the US, Canada,
 Europe & beyond.

Plus cruises & tours, circuit
 parties, leather events,

 pride celebrations, LGB pride celebrations, LGBT film
 fests, eco-adventures & more!

call for a free catalog

or visit us online
800/462-6654

damron.com
download Gay Scout and Gurl Scout

free at iTunes!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

During this holiday season and every day of the year,
we wish you all the best.

www.edwardjones.com Member SIPC

Michael E Wright, CFP®
Financial Advisor
.

6925 E 96th Street
Suite 265
Indianapolis, IN 46250
317-841-9563
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and
the
by Matt Ponder

pecs
A few weeks ago I was picking up basketballs in the gym when I heard two young guys 
talking in the hyperactive, rushed tones that could only come from the fourth grade. 
I missed the gist of the conversation, but I did overhear this gem: “You have a girl-
friend? That is so gay!” As amusing as that sounded to me at the time, I couldn’t help 
but wonder: what is gay these days?  

Not so long ago, the gay culture that defines us was as rich and varied as the men and 
women who fought so hard to establish our foothold in history. Now the culture itself 
is fading as we deconstruct our subcultures into smaller and smaller pieces. Soon it 
will be impossible to distinguish between what is gay and what is straight. Sure that’s 
what we’ve all dreamed of; a world where we would be treated as equals and being gay 
would be a non-issue. A world where we could get married and have a family and lead 
lives of quiet normalcy.  

But once upon a time, being gay was what helped us define ourselves as individuals 
and with each new step forward we leave a little more of that behind. Maybe it is this 
very notion that continues to fuel the homophobia which rears its ugly head in smaller 
towns and in other countries around the world. The fact that one day we will all be the 
same seems to scare the hell out of the religious fanatics who breathe fire and brim-
stone around their fundamentalism and the extremists in Afghanistan, Iran, Maurita-
nia, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan and Yemen, where the punishment for homosexu-
ality is death.

Not all countries respond to homosexuality with capital punishment, but where dif-
ferent cultures take root, so do different attitudes toward those who are different. I 
often wonder if I would have more in common with a gay man who grew up in Africa 
or Japan than his straight countrymen would have with straight men in America.  
Within the boundaries of heterosexuality the only thing that separates people around 
the globe are the cultures of their countries, but when two people are gay, they have 
a shared bond and experience that seems to transcend their nation’s heritage and its 
traditions. We all have to face the same things — such as the pain of coming out and 
the search for others like ourselves, not only for friendship but for companionship as 
well, all under the constant fear of society’s repercussions. The gay culture binds us as 
one global fraternity.

So what exactly is gay culture? Like any other culture it is merely the customs, arts, 
social institutions and achievements of our community and how they will be remem-
bered in history. The culture itself is still pretty young — if you consider 43 years to be 
young — and it all began with a defining event on the 28th of June 1969 at the Stone-
wall Inn in New York. From these spontaneous, violent demonstrations against the 
police a new revolution was born as small communities grew in urban areas where sex 
was the glue that bound the people together in bathhouses and bars. But with every 
revolution there are casualties.  

Harvey Milk, the first openly gay man to be elected to a substantial political office 
was assassinated on 27th November 1978 and a mere three years later, the first case 
of AIDS was reported drawing a dark, poisonous curtain over our new-found libera-
tion as fear and death held the community in their iron grip. An entire generation of 
pioneers was wiped out as the plague swept through us without mercy.  

You would think that something so devastating would destroy the fragile beginnings 
of our subculture, but instead it bound us together as we mobilised politically and 
made sure the world saw all of the victims’ names stitched into a massive quilt. It also 
showed the world that we could not — would not — be stopped.  

Who knows how Harvey Milk would have guided us through this dark chapter in our 
history if his life had not been cut short? Even though his death inspired many, includ-
ing Cleve Jones who later envisioned the AIDS quilt that served as a reminder to those 
we had lost along the way, we can never really know.

When the plague receded as treatments advanced in the mid-90s it seemed that sexual-
ity exploded again with the advent of the circuit, where sex and drugs coiled around 

a throbbing dance beat as it had just 20 years before. Why worry about a disease that 
could be controlled when you are fucked up in a sweaty crowd of perfect bodies? And 
as we moved forward into the new millennium and the present day, why would anyone 
think about a generation that paved the way when being gay in a big city is now as ac-
cepted as a high school romance between two boys singing showtunes on Fox?  

Nowadays, instead of speaking about homosexuality in hushed whispers, it is met with 
shining examples of out and proud citizens of the world. On the one hand, it is a stellar 
accomplishment that today’s gay youth have so many role models and examples, but 
on the other hand, it lessens the pressure for them to become role models themselves.  

A gay child born today will grow up knowing that in many parts of the United States 
and the world gay couples can get married which will result in a sense of normality 
and self-worth that previous generations could not even fathom. And as the internet 
expands, reaching further into our lives until the inevitable chip is implanted in our 
brains, it will reduce the need to be out in the community where socialisation actually 
occurs.  

When I was 17 and walked into my first gay bar (after acquiring my first fake ID) I was 
blown away by all of the gay people whom I never knew existed. It was a world where 
I could be myself and be around others like me drinking and dancing and hooking up, 
all with a soundtrack at 120 beats per minute. Will the gay bar scene dissipate as well?  
Will the gay community follow the lead of the Borg on Star Trek and assimilate?  

Trading in your cock ring for a wedding ring doesn’t make you any less gay — it just 
means we have realised that our culture is not defined by sex the way it used to be, or 
at least the way most of society perceived it.  

Sex is a part of gay and straight society. Who doesn’t like getting laid? But at its core 
it is about love and happiness regardless of who you are or who you choose to spend 
your life with. We will always be a minority no matter how far our strides take us.  
Remembering how our history was created keeps our culture alive and reminds us that 
there is still plenty of work to be done to redefine to the world what it means to be gay.  
Find your voice. Speak out. Take giant leaps forward, but never forget who you are or 
who you were. There can be no revolution without evolution.

INDIANAPOLIS—It’s a record which will be hard to beat as the 25th Annual Grande 
Masquerade has come in as the most successful in Damien Centre history raising over 
$180,000 for Indiana’s oldest and largest AIDS service organisation. Attendees pulled 
out all the stops with glam masks, costumes and black tie attire as they enjoyed dinner, 
dancing, live entertainment and more but at the same time the Damien Centre’s largest 
annual fundraiser truly lived up to its name raising more than $180,000 to support 
the centre’s mission — a figure that officials noted far exceeded the event’s fundraising 
expectations. 

The sold-out event kicked off with cocktails and a silent auction packed with items 
for all price points and interests. Bidders took home vacation packages, dining 
certificates, artwork, autographed sports memorabilia, vintage wares and more. Live 
auction bidders put their money on ticket packages for The Ellen DeGeneres Show and 
Anderson Live. Entertainers included the Pride of Indy Jazz Ensemble, featuring Kurt 
Schakel (piano), Julie Lang (bass), Gary Thompson (guitar), Galen Moore (drums), 
and Duane Jarvis (saxophone); the Indianapolis Men’s Chorus, led by Artistic Director 
Greg Sanders; and The Steele Project, featuring Danielle Steele (soprano) and Erica 
Koehring (mezzo soprano). 

“The Damien Centre staff, board and Grande Masquerade committee extend their 
thanks to all who attended, supported, volunteered for, performed at, and otherwise 
helped make this year’s event a true success. The Grande Masquerade not only 
represents but also directly supports the critically important work The Damien 
Centre does, and your support makes this possible!” organisers said, adding a special 
thanks to sponsors, including Event Presenting Sponsors Marion County Health 
Department and McNamara Florist. VIP Sponsors Citizens Energy Group; Anthem; 
CVS; The Frame Shop; Indiana University Health; Pasquinelli Family Foundation; 
and Walgreens. Gold Sponsors were Bose, McKinney and Evans; Eli Lilly Foundation; 
GayIndy.com; The Health Foundation of Greater Indianapolis; NUVO; Samerian 
Foundation; and The Word. Silver Sponsors were Barnes and Thornburg LLP; 
Bookkeeping Plus; Circle City Tux; DeFur Voran LLP; Just Pop In; Katz, Sapper and 
Miller; Macy’s; MGA, PC; Premier Capital Corporation; Ricoh – USA; The Steffen 
Group; Time Payroll and Employer Services; TJX Foundation; USA Funds; Wishard 
Health Services; and WTHR Channel 13. Sam’s Club was the Stage Sponsor, and 
Southern Wine & Spirits was the VIP Reception Sponsor.

Masquerade Sets Record
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Your Vote 
Counts

Continued From Page Six
second-longest serving Republican senator, Richard Lugar, will be replaced by 
Democratic Congressman Joe Donnelly.

The state’s delegation to Congress is now 7-2 Republican — Donnelly’s former Con-
gressional seat in the far-northern region went to a right-wing hero, State Rep. Jackie 
Walarski, but by a much-smaller margin than expected. Two close Congressional 
battles in southern Indiana went to Republican incumbents who won their first cam-
paigns in the 2010 landslide.

Gov Mitch Daniels (R) is unable to succeed himself and will become the new presi-
dent of Purdue University in a month. He’ll be succeeded in the governor’s chair by 
Congressman Mike Pence, who scored a 3.5% victory over Democrat John Gregg.   
Hoosier lesbian & gay voters were confounded in that race — Gregg was a steadfast 
supporter of HJR-6 and of “traditional marriage.” His running mate, Sen. Vi Simp-
son, is one of the community’s best supporters, but it wasn’t enough. Libertarian 
Rupert Boneham garnered enough votes to make the difference.

Indiana’s legislature will take up HJR-6 next month, with a 37-13 Republican Senate 
and a veto-proof (and walkout-proof) 69-31 Republican House.

OHIO: Obama won this nationally-focused battleground state. His victory helped 
Sen. Sharrod Brown (D) win another term, despite huge amounts of special-interest 
PAC money spent against both.  

MICHIGAN: Democratic Sen. Dennie Stabinow and Obama won the state. Obama 
wanted the win badly — mostly because Romney claimed the state as a second 
home.  Romney’s father, George, was governor of Michigan during Mitt’s college 
days. 

ILLINOIS: No surprises here, except the strong election of Tammi Duckworth to the 
House. The double-amputee was a deputy secretary of the Veterans Administration, 
and a strong speaker at last Summer’s Democratic National Convention. Obama 
walked through his home state to again garner the Illini electoral votes.

KENTUCKY: No Senate races on the ballot, but a great friend of our community, 
John Yarmuth, was handily re-elected to the U.S. House from his Louisville district 
while strong supporter Ben Chandler, who won his Lexington district by a handfull 
of votes in 2010, this time was defeated by his Republican opponent — the same 
one he beat last time. Obama lost badly to Romney in Kentucky, but the biggest and 
juiciest Bluegrass political news is 2014.

Senate Republican Leader Mitch McConnell is on the ballot then and has built a 
$7 million warchest. Double-chins of the world unite. He may need it. Country star 
Ashley Judd is strongly considering a run against McConnell. She calls the Bluegrass 
State home and is often courtside at UK basketball games. If she wins the Senate 
seat U of L fans will forgive that transgression.

A LOOK FORWARD

Obama’s victory assures the nation that its chief executive will only strengthen his 
commitment to lesbian and gay civil rights. Indiana has no “heavy hitter” races on 
its 2014 statewide ballot. No Senate or gubernatorial diversions. Just a clear shot at 
HJR-6 — the strongest potential civil rights grab in our state’s history with an anti-
gay constitutional amendment set to hit the voters squarely in their faces.

The lessons from the grand-slam civil rights wins in November dovetailed with the 
Indiana political fabric, provide a stern warning to lesbian, gay, bi & trans Hoosiers 
and our allies: This can be won as it was in Minnesota, but we must remain allied 
and focused.

It will likely cost millions to defeat this hateful Constitutional Amendment. Plans are 
underway to solidify the anti-HJR-6 campaign and you’ll hear more about that in 
these pages in the future, but here are the constants for an Indiana victory on HJR-6:

   **Business community support. It’s there. It’ll have to be fortified and amplified.  

   **Youth vote: The under-30 crowd controls our future. They’ll have to be 2008 
Obama-style led and enthused.  

   **Family. We’ve got to stay unified and solid with a clear concise consistent mes-
sage. That was the common thread among the Minnesota, Maine, Maryland and 
Washington efforts.

   **We need to live out loud. In all four states where “we” won in November, there 
was a strong campaign for gay and lesbian citizens to be front-and-centre telling 
their life stories. It’s tougher to demonize us when folks know we’re their neighbours 
who work, play and worship among them.  

   …AND A LOOK BACK

A few observations on the 2012 election season:

   **It was the first in which the Citizens United donors were obvious. Their impact 
apparently didn’t mean a lot. Still the overall concept sends shivers down my spine.

   **Indiana saw monumental movement from its political parties’ platforms on mar-
riage equality. For the first time in 20 years Republicans were mum on the subject.  
Thanks in large part to some active members of the Platform Committee, notably 
Kathy Sarris. Democrats went full-bore for marriage equality, led by Sen. Simpson. 
And the  Libertarians — well, God love ‘em, they’ve always been on our side.

This is important because the next statewide candidate for any of those three parties 
will have to start with that platform template. In Indiana political history rarely do 
parties go backward on civil rights issues.  

In short, the next gubernatorial wannabes will not be able to side-step the issue.  In 
particular, this will be instructive for Democrats. It was difficult, even painful, to 
watch large lesbian, gay, bi & trans sympathetic donors sit this one out. Our veteran 
warrior on this subject,. Sen. Simpson, could not carry enough water on this issue 
for too many Hoosier gay and lesbian voters and their allies, friends and families. 

It was simply a bridge too far which is why, the weekend before the campaign, I 
witnessed a shift that was pleasing, subtle and distinct. While wandering southern 
Indiana with the Democrats’ Workhorse Tour at Bicknell or Vevay or Sandborn or 
Princeton (I don’t honestly remember which) John Gregg waxed poetic about family 
values. Particularly in reference to Mike Pence’s plans to focus on family values via 
Family Impact Statements on all major initiatives:

He said, “You know, I raised two boys when their mother and I divorced. It wasn’t 
that she was a bad mother, that’s just the way it worked out for us. It was a team ef-
fort, and we all worked on it. But they lived with me most of the time. And according 
to some, our family isn’t a ‘traditional family.’  I’d like to remind Congressman Pence 
that Hoosier families come in all shapes, sizes and colours.”

For a southern Indiana guy who “stepped in it” multiple times vis-à-vis lesbian 
and gay civil rights it was a monumental acknowledgement. Time marches on and 
America is growing very weary of this social-issue warfare — much of it centered on 
our lives.

The only trouble is it was the 3rd of November. John Gregg tried mightily to over-
come over five decades of conservative southern Indiana heritage. If he’d just looked 
around I’m pretty sure he would’ve seen last year that most Hoosiers are with the 
four states which made history the 6th of November, because we all know what John 
said three days before the election: Our Hoosier families do come in all forms. 

He was a legislator for a long time. Speaker. Ask almost any longtime observer of the 
Indiana General Assembly and they’ll confirm the words of the late columnist Har-
rison Ullman, who said this many years ago: “Hoosiers are far ahead of their legisla-
ture on these issues.” Indeed.

WHAT WORKED, WHAT DIDN’T

The 2012 campaign notebook... what worked and what didn’t:

   Worked:  Ground Game101.  All four referenda states poured millions into the 
ground game. We may be tech-savvy, but we respond when someone knocks at our 
door, sends a personal note or calls us. Gov.-elect Pence and Sen.-elect Donnelly 
know it, too, and their ground games were stellar.

   Also worked: Solid debate preparation. Shorter messages. Obamacare — because 
they just couldn’t demonize it enough and because our health care delivery system 
works well only if you have a lot of money. It isn’t even enough to have good insur-
ance anymore. Candidates who were committed to hard work (for definitions, look 
down).  Common sense. Most polls.

   What Didn’t Work: SuperPACs. Thank God. But beware: they’ll fine-tune them and 
they’ll be back. Attacking a respected 36-year-senator like he was a quart of spoiled 
milk — and expecting collateral damage to disappear in six months.

This month’s parting wisdom, delivered wisely by the late Secretary of State Larry 
Conrad regarding the difference between dedicated and committed candidates: If you 
had bacon and eggs for breakfast, the chicken was dedicated. The pig was committed.   
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FEEL ALL THE STRESS & TENSION
MELT FROM YOUR BODY

UNDER THE HANDS
OF A NATIONALLY-CERTIFIED

MASSAGE THERAPIST

 INCREDIBLE 
90 Minute MASSAGE 

FOR JUST $60
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CALL RON AT
(317) 902-2796

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE
WITH QUALITY MASSAGE!

DAYTON—The Dayton Gay Men’s Chorus is pleased to once again be performing their 
annual Holiday Concert entitled “Celebrate”, which will kick off their 10 Year Anniver-
sary Season. 

This year’s concert will feature audience and chorus favourites from the past decade, 
as well as new compositions which have been specifically written for Gay Men’s Cho-
ruses across the country.

DGMC Artistic Director Jason Coatney-Schuler has programmed a whimsical journey 
down memory lane, celebrating everyone’s favourite part of the holidays…food!  Clas-

sics like Fruitcake, Frim Fram Sauce and Hard Candy Christmas are sure to leave the 
audience with a smile on their face and a belly full of Christmas cheer.

In celebration of their 10 year anniversary season, entitled “TEN: Then and Now”, the 
chorus is also pleased to partner with the historic Westminster Presbyterian Church 
for their first performance in this venue. The stunning grandeur of this magnificent 
building, combined with the elegant harmonies of the DGMC,  sublime pipe organ tal-
ents of David Comer and the incomparable piano styling of Raymonde Rougier is sure 

Celebrate! A Decade With The 
Dayton Gay Men’s Chorus!

be the largest holiday concert for them to date. Although seating is general admission, 
patrons are highly encouraged to purchase their tickets ASAP.

The DGMC organised in 2003 under the leadership and guidance of former Manag-
ing Director Fred Poland, who set the chorus in motion for success by accomplishing 
501(C)3 non-profit status, drafting the chorus’s by-laws and constitution and develop-
ing the infrastructure and standards for the chorus to follow.  

Local and regional appearances have included the community-based Dayton Lesbian, 
Gay, Bi & Trans Centre’s Annual Thanksgiving Dinner, United Church of Christ, First 

Baptist Church, Christ Episcopal Church of Springfield, Parents, Friends and Families 
of Lesbians and Gays (P-FLAG) Annual Holiday gathering, Barnes and Noble Book-
store in Miamisburg, and the Community Holiday Home Tour in McPherson Town 
(for which they will be appearing once again this season) and the Downtown Dayton 
Holiday Festival and Tree Lighting.  These community outreach performances help 
the DGMC achieve its vision “to offer a broad repertoire of music in a variety of vis-
ible and accessible venues, to forge active community partnerships, and to educate 
the community at large about the value of diversity.” 

For tickets to the Dayton Gay Men’s Chorus Holiday Concert “Celebrate !”, Saturday 
1st December at 6 p.m. at the Westminster Presbyterian Church, 125 N Wilkinson 
St, Dayton, send a payment to the Dayton Gay Men’s Chorus, P.O. Box 642 Dayton, 
45401-0642 go online to www.daytongaymenschorus.org or friend them on Facebook. 
Tickets may also be purchased from any chorus member. General Admission is $15 
with children 7 and under, free.
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By Michael Wright / Edward D Jones

Finances 
In Focus

129 East Market Street, Suite 500, Indianapolis, IN 46204

317.236.0477 / 317.236.0481 (fax)

toddlaw@sbcglobal.net

We’re well into the holiday season now. And while the holidays are joyous, they can 
also be expensive. In fact, at this time of year, many people make spending decisions 
they end up regretting. But you can enjoy the holidays and still stay on track toward 
your financial goals by following a few simple guidelines, including the following: 

—Whatever your plans for December (Christmas, Chanukah or a get-away) set 
a budget — and stick to it. Whether you’re buying gifts, planning that week in Palm 
Springs or that cruise to Mexico or hosting holiday parties for all your friends and 
ex boyfriends, you need to establish a budget and not exceed it no matter what. The 
people to whom you’re giving gifts and entertaining do not expect you to dig yourself 
into a financial ditch on their account — and they wouldn’t want you to do so, either. 
Spend accordingly and you will enjoy your own party or celebration!

—Compare prices. With some searching, you can almost always find less expen-
sive versions of those gifts you’re considering. But a word of caution: The earlier 
you start hunting for bargains, the better your chances of finding good prices. If you 
have not yet started better get a move on!

—Watch for “after-holiday” sales. The best bargains typically appear when the holi-
days are over, but there are other “deals” before including American Express’ “Small 
Business Saturdays” which give shoppers rebates when they buy from local small 
businesses and use their cards. There are also “Black Friday” deals and specials late at 
night, usually the final days before Christmas. While the after Christmas sales may not 
benefit you this year, they can prove quite valuable if you decide to “stock up” on gifts, 
lights or wrapping paper for the next holiday season or if like many of us, you have a 
boyfriend or family member with a February or March birthday you can shop early 
for.

—Don’t over-use your credit cards. Try to limit your credit card purchases over the 
holidays. If you must use a card, at least pick the one with the lowest interest rate — 
and do the best you can to pay off the card quickly. Over the last few years, Americans 
have actually done a pretty good job of lowering their household debt levels — and 
that’s definitely a movement in which you’ll want to participate. Keep in mind that 
the higher your debts, the less money you’ll have available each month to invest for 
retirement, to pay for a new house or car or any of your other financial goals. Also 
remember that credit cards are usually (not always, but often, so read the fine print) 
THE worst “loans” you can find as they have way higher interest rates (some to 29%) 
than most any other type loan.

—Avoid dipping into long-term investments. If you find yourself coming up short 
when dealing with holiday expenses, you may be tempted to cash out at least a portion 
of your long-term investments. But this should be avoided for at least two reasons. 

First, depending on the account you’re tapping into, you may face penalties, fees and 
taxes. 

Second, and perhaps even more importantly, you’ll be depriving yourself of resources 
you had earmarked for your key goals, such as a comfortable retirement or a major 
trip in the new year or the down payment on a new home. Of course you may eventu-
ally be able to replace the funds you’ve withdrawn, but in the meantime, you’ve lost 
out on the growth potential these investments may have provided — and that period of 
lost opportunity typically cannot be regained.

—Build a “holiday fund.” It sadly is too late for this year but, once the holidays are 
over, set up a special account for next holiday season. Back “in the day” every bank 
and savings & loan had what they called a “Christmas Club” and some banks, S&Ls 
and credit unions still do. This is a special account one opens in late Winter in which 
the saver picks a set amount to be deposited each week (some as little as $5) which 
yields a certain year-end pay-out just to provide cash for the following Christmas. Over 
the years a lot of the financial institutions have done away with these, but if you look 
online or ask, many places still offer them.

Even if you put in only a small amount each week or month, you’ll be pleased with 
how much you can accumulate in a year. If you can’t find a designated Christmas Club, 
keep the money in a liquid, low-risk account — one that’s separate from any money 
you use for your normal day-to-day expenses — and do not miss a payment because 
you are paying yourself!

By following these suggestions, you may be able to take some of the stress out of this 
holiday season — and possibly even brighten all the other seasons of the year, too.
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(EDITOR’S NOTE—This month’s commentary is from Bernard Cherkasov, CEO of 
Equality Illinois. He may be reached at bcherkasov@eqil.org)

CHICAGO—This year’s election was a watershed moment in our nation’s history, 
especially for the movement for lesbian, gay, bi & trans equality. The historic victories 
are a powerful message on the momentum for full equal rights for gay, lesbian, bi & 
trans Americans, which has never been stronger. We re-elected a president who ran on 
support for marriage equality; same-sex couples can now marry in nine states and the 
District of Columbia and the first openly gay or lesbian member of the U.S. Senate, 
Tammy Baldwin, was elected in neighbouring Wisconsin.

We know it is the time to act in Illinois to achieve marriage equality in the legislature, 
and we will be prudent in choosing the right moment. In the near future, Equality 
Illinois will be meeting with its legislative allies and community partners to determine 
how and when to ride this momentum to its inevitable victory in Illinois.

Meanwhile in Illinois, the Equality Illinois PAC strategy paid off. After nearly two 
years of strategic planning to gain seats in the Illinois General Assembly and to elect 
pro-equality candidates to local offices, Equality Illinois PAC (EQIL PAC), the political 
action affiliate of Equality Illinois, greatly exceeded its expectations of success on Elec-
tion Night when 26 of its 39 endorsed candidates involved in competitive races won 
their respective elections, for a success rate of 67%.  

When considering other EQIL PAC-endorsed candidates who did not have opposi-
tion this year, 69 of Equality Illinois PAC’s 82 endorsed candidates were elected, for a 
success rate of 84%. Equality Illinois PAC directly contributed $127,500 and countless 
hours of volunteer time to candidates throughout this election cycle. 

All three of the openly-lesbian, gay, bi & trans members of the Illinois General As-
sembly were re-elected, and openly-gay candidate, EQIL PAC-endorsed  Sam Yingling, 
beat a three-term incumbent to become the fourth gay member of the Illinois House of 
Representatives.   

The good news for the lesbian, gay, bi & trans community just kept rolling in election 
night as we received word that more and more openly-gay and straight pro-equality 
candidates whom we worked so hard to elect were winning handily all across the state.
We know that the fight for marriage equality will be won in the suburbs and collar 
counties surrounding Chicago, so when the suburban returns came in so strongly for 
our allies, we knew it was just the kind of night we were hoping for. 

We are mindful of the President’s reminder that much work remains to be done. On 
the marriage equality front, our mission includes repealing the so-called Defence of 
Marriage Act on the federal level and affirmatively passing marriage equality at the 
state level, including here in Illinois.

Today, we pause to reflect, learn, and celebrate. And in the days, weeks, and months to 
come, we will be counting on our supporters to have conversations with neighbours, 
colleagues, fellow congregants, friends and family members. We stand ready to build 
on this year’s momentum. 
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By Bill Elliott / Word Critic

Standard 
Reviewer

In 1962, my father and I went to see an inauspicious-sounding film based on a char-
acter from a series of popular novels by former intelligence officer turned novelist, Ian 
Fleming. I was six years old and, compared to the majority of British films of the time, 
Dr. No, seemed exotic, glamorous and exciting. No one could have predicted that, five 
decades after the character made his movie debut, films about James Bond would con-
tinue to be made and appeal to the public. Long after Fleming’s death — and long after 
all his Bond novels and most of his short stories had been made into films — the Bond 
franchise, Eon Productions, has released its 23rd Bond film on the 50th anniversary of 
Dr. No.

The result is the best Bond movie in years — perhaps the best Bond film ever.

Skyfall captures what made the early Bond films exciting while jettisoning those as-
pects that over the years have turned them into clichés — the silly jokes, the cartoonish 
villains, the gratuitous relationships with a bevvy of pneumatic “Bond girls.” Stripped 
of everything except strong characters, an interesting plot, occasional (though fewer) 
exotic locales, and the mysterious world of international espionage, Skyfall is as en-
gaging and enjoyable as anything released this year. There is even early talk of Oscar 
nominations (Past Bond films have usually been nominated in only technical catego-
ries — such as best song or visual effects.).

In the first place, Daniel Craig is by far the best Bond since Sean Connery. He brings to 
the character something Connery never really possessed — pure masculine grit. Both 
men are equally attractive in a tuxedo, but Craig looks as though he could actually 
win a fight while wearing one. He is pumped, lean, and, when provoked, really, really 
mean. Connery lent Bond suavity and sex appeal; Craig adds a couple of new elements 
— rawness and psychological complexity.

Though smaller than any previous iteration of the character, Craig’s Bond looks as 
though he has survived military training (more than likely in the SAS, Britain’s version 
of the Navy Seals). There is a stoicism about him. Connery and, particularly Roger 
Moore, might crack a joke and set the tone for an entire Bond movie. When Craig’s 
Bond makes a joke, there is an edge to it that makes him seem more menacing, more 
dangerous and more real. Craig’s is a much more grown up Bond. He feels closer to 
Fleming’s original conception of the character. 

Despite its revamped protagonist, Skyfall underscores elements of earlier Bond films. It 
opens with the almost obligatory “chase scene” in which Bond, on the tail of a villain, 
causes general destruction in his wake. In Skyfall, the opening chase scene involves 
cars, motorcycles (a breath-taking sequence in and above Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar), a 
train and a mechanical digger. And all of this occurs before the title music begins and 
the credits roll.

At its most basic story level, Skyfall is a simple tale with few plot distractions (such as 
romance). A computer hard drive containing the names of British agents embedded 
in terrorist organisations has been stolen from MI6 and made public, resulting in the 
deaths of several of the agents.

Bond is sent to track down the thief and he eliminates him without learning who is the 
mastermind behind the scheme.

Enlisting the help of a beautiful woman in the employ of the villain, Bond is able to 
locate the brilliant cyber terrorist and former MI6 agent, Raoul Silva (played with 
pansexual menace by Javier Bardem). Taken prisoner on an island where Silva has his 
headquarters, Bond quickly turns the tables on Silva and the MI6 defector is brought 
“home.”

However, a quick glance at the watch shows we are only about half way through the 
film. Surely it can’t be this easy for Bond and MI6? Of course, it can’t.

What follows is part Jacobean revenge drama and part Oedipal tragedy. It would be 
impossible to describe events beyond the midway point of the film without spoiling it 
for viewers. But, the second half of the film (while understandably unable to capture 
the first half’s breakneck pace and visual pyrotechnics) is more reflective and more 
emotionally satisfying. 

Sam Mendes’ direction and Roger Deakins’ cinematography play no small role in mak-
ing Skyfall a success. There is some exquisite aerial photography of London, Shanghai, 
Turkey and Scotland, and the choreography of chase and fight sequences is often stun-
ning. Mendes is clearly a lover and scholar of film. Skyfall cleverly references many 
previous Bond films, as well as films as diverse as Sam Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs (1971) 

and Tom Tykwer’s The International (2009). Even the soaring theme song by Adele 
is one of the best Bond themes in years. Harking back to the classic Shirley Bassey 
themes (Goldfinger, Diamonds are Forever), with its ever-lifting refrain and its reference 
to the main Bond theme, the song is one that becomes instantly hummable. 

But it is the casting department that Skyfall excels. The cream of British stage acting is 
on display here. 

Judi Dench (as M), Ralph Fiennes (as Gareth Mallory, chairman of the parliamentary 
Intelligence and Security Committee), Albert Finney (as the Bond family’s faithful 
gamekeeper, Kincaid) and Ben Whishaw (as Q). Craig, like the rest, also cut his teeth 
in the British theatre. Spanish actor Javier Bardem rounds out an excellent cast.

The film has a thematic unity that has been lacking in Bond movies in the past two 
decades. Bond films have become rich soufflés of exoticism, chauvinistic sex, and car-
toonish plots. Under Mendes’ direction, and with Craig as Bond, Skyfall is a Bond for 
adults, packing an emotional as well as a pugilistic punch.

Skyfall also feels contemporary. As M tells a parliamentary committee in justification 
of agents like Bond, “Our enemies are not known to us. They are not nations. They are 
individuals. We must do battle in the shadows.” 

In a post 9/11 world, cinematic depictions of terrorists, spies and political conspiracies 
have become somewhat clichéd and predictable. Here (particularly in the characterisa-
tion of Bardem’s mercurial Silva) such things seem scarily believable.

Even at age 50, the Bond film has the ability to surprise and reinvent a genre that it 
helped create. One can only hope that what follows will be this much fun. 

Reminder: Our deadline & On-Street 
Dates For The January / New Year’s 
Edition of The Word Will Be Early. 

Copy & Ads Are Due 12 December. 
Papers On Street 21st December!
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The Goose 
Is Loose!

By Michael Chanak / Cincinnati Community Centre

The author is Cincinnati Gay & Lesbian Community Centre 
board member and long-time volunteer, Michael Chanak, better 
known to his friends and the community as “Mother Goose”.
The Centre is located at 4119 Hamilton Avenue, Cincinnati and 
on the web at www.cincyglbt.com)

A hard person…Is good to find says the Goose, but any person who works is even bet-
ter! Poppa Bear (Rusty Lockett) the sovereign leader of the Centre cares so he prom-
ised me those 32 new chairs would be shrink wrapped! Of course nothing can be easy 
— absolutely nothing. What chairs you ask? Well, read on!

Chairs were one of our last “punch list items” at the Centre from all of the various 
projects starting in February and lasting through a few weeks ago. From the bathroom 
to the front room, to the front exterior – all redone either by our volunteers, vendors 
(carpeting and signage) and exterior painting (By our landlord, Jim Swafford and his 
boys Jimmy and Justin Swafford and Mr. Rabbit.) every inch was attended. So now my 
last item for this year – getting those old spare chairs replaced with modern cafeteria-
style chairs as extra seating for larger meetings was still to be done.

The appointed day arrived for delivery, of course, and the delivery company was “to 
call Goose” a half hour before the delivery (maybe) but I thought – “nah – what might 
go wrong will go wrong.”  I was not to be disappointed, yet, being a princess and given 
their delivery window was 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. I thought “Oh my Goose just can’t do 8 a.m. 
so who can I assign that early task to?”  Then it struck me, our “informal park police of 
Northside” and part-time super of the local Hoffner Park (adjacent to the Centre) and 
current President of the Northside/College Hill Kiwanis – none other than Ron Witt 
would be perfect. Bless Ron. He lives a few doors up from the Centre and is an early 
riser – 6 a.m. early. Ron signed up for the early slot to be present until Goose could 
stretch her wings. By the time I arrived at the Centre – 9.30-ish – Ron was there but 
chairs weren’t and there’d been no phone call from the delivery folks. After the elixir of 
life – a cup of coffee or three – Ron left to tend to his appointed chores.  

Of course, the Centre isn’t open normally during the business day so meantime a self 
identified married man comes in. He’s in his late 50s and announces to me, “I have 
those urges.”  It was almost as though I was to fall to my old knees and worship, but 
resisting that for the call of dignity (such services are NOT in our scope) I gave him 
two choices – a number of well-known local taverns or the Primetimers. I Don’t know 
what option he chose (whether...door one or two) but when he left somehow Goose 
was glad. 

My daughter Matt Goedde (red Matt) and friend “Crimy” a.k.a. August Garofoli landed 
at the Centre before noon as they had some business in the area to attend to. Of course 
they were there when the straight delivery boy did appear with these huge boxes of 
wrapped chairs all stating that they “require partial assembly.” Each of the seven boxes 
contained four chairs, plus we were shorted a box. I tried to enlist my younger friends 
into service to get the boxes open but alas, not much was accomplished in 20 minutes 
by which time they left. Goose was weary so I did what any good Goose would — I 
went home and took a nap. It was all too much, but I did send a text to the volunteer 
queen, Hannah Smith, informing her, “gurl, good luck tonight – there is no space.”

Back to the Centre by 5.30 p.m., Goose refreshed, I find two men near the entrance.  I 
immediately recognise one of them: Gilbert Parker – a lovely straight man, mid 40s 
who uses the computers sometimes while standing with his buddy. Seems the buddy 
thought I was the “police” which is sort of funny because I don’t know many people in 
Cincinnati who wear a sunbonnet and are packin’ heat at the same time. But I said to 
Gilbert “I need a man to meet my needs.” And he spoke the magic words: “I can help.” 
Within minutes, he and Hannah (who had by then somehow magically appeared) 
began three hours of non-stop assembly work. I was thankful and my OCD was under 
control for the moment.  

The last box of chairs I waited for the next day has yet to arrive because I am told that 
now they are back ordered! But with any luck at all, whenever they do show up Goose 
will have help! You know it.  

Meantime, happy holidays in whatever way you celebrate them and before I forget, 
many thanks to The Word who throughout the year has helped me personally and the 
Gay, Lesbian, Bi & Trans Centre of Cincinnati by promoting various events for us. 
Also, to the old timers who read my columns: You make a gurl blush. 
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Hackin’ 
The Net

By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher 
The holidays are here. Of course if you shop or watch any TV you probably thought they 
were months ago with the earlier and earlier start we seem to be getting to “the season” 
especially since we’ve rid ourselves of the political ads, but now we are genuinely counting 
the days which means it’s time for our annual look at some gift possibilities in the electron-
ics department. But before I get to any specifics I want to give the usual advice I offer to 
friends who ask where I shop at any season...and that advice is to indeed shop before you 
buy. There are huge cost variations to be found and aside from several items which have 
requirements from their makers on pricing (Apple’s products come to mind in this depart-
ment as discounts are few.) there are many different prices for what appear to be the same 
item. Often, they are, but sometimes they are not — especially true if you buy online where 
you can’t see, touch or try. 

For example, what might appear online or even in a store to be the latest PC or set of 
speakers might indeed be last year’s model or a 2008 one. Is that bad? Not necessarily, but 
you do need to know what you are getting and to buy with caution, especially if — unlike 
me — you buy electronics on eBay or other auction or resale websites. To be honest at our 
house doing so is a no-no because with electronics warranties are dicey when there’s no es-
tablished merchant to back them up. eBay tries, but you really are left at the mercy of your 
seller who may or may not be as ethical as you’d like if things go south.

Also a word about warranties: check them and ask questions even if you do buy from the 
manufacturer’s website. One electronics purchase we found in our gifts last holidays failed 
shortly after and while the maker of this gadget sold it to our partner, the firm refused to 
repair or deal with it as partner had bought what turned out to be “remanufactured” not 
“new.” The difference, for those unaware, is that “remanufactured” can mean you are buy-
ing anything from an item which the original buyer returned to the company as it failed to 
one which was shipped back as too complicated, too big or small or that the original pur-
chaser did just not want. These items are supposed to be tested, repaired (if they honestly 
are not up to spec) then guaranteed by the manufacturer who can resell them as “remanu-
factured.” All well and good unless they really do not work right or fail again shortly after 
you get one, leaving you at the mercy of the manufacturer who may not want it back again.

Speaking of lemons, while the old saw says you can make lemonade with them, in truth 
if something really does not work — or doesn’t work with the person you are gifting it to’s 
system — you do need to keep those receipts, make certain what your rights of return or 
exchange are and help out if you got the wrong thing or gave a clunker as a gift.

So what to give? At our house electronics and computer gifts for the holidays are only 
permissible if the person asks for or has an item on his list. The reasons are many but the 
biggest are compatibility and need. If you are giving your grandkid a hard drive or music 
player and do not have a clue if they are Mac or PC, use a little or a lot of hard drive space 
or if they even have one of what you are shopping for, then my advice is don’t. You can ask 
them what they want, take them shopping or give them a check (not a gift card — more on 
that in a second) and let them pick out what will definitely work or they need. In these days 
of many sizes, shapes and colours of everything from tablets and computers to music play-
ers and speakers assuming something will “fit” if you are not 100% certain is lunacy.

Oh, and why no gift cards? Because unless it’s with a really established firm like Apple, 
Microsoft or Amazon (to name three that come to mind) which you are 100% sure will be 
here after we ring in 2013, you run the risk of the firm failing, making your card worth 
zero. I was reminded of this when I cleaned out a drawer recently and found a $25 Border’s 
gift card from 2005. Why I didn’t spend it right then I don’t know but now it’s a worthless 
souvenir of a firm which went bust. I also have one somewhere from Circuit City and gave 
one from CompUSA to a friend only to have them shutter weeks later. With January and 
February (when the holiday results come in) being the top time for firms to call it quits 
we’d never honestly recommend a gift card, especially if the place you want to buy it has 
been in the news for shaky Wall Street results. I call this being aware. Cash or cheque is 
good forever. A gift card; not so much.

Next, determine what you can afford or want to spend. If your recipient wants a computer 
that’s $995 and usually your gift is $100 team up with other family members or friends and 
buy it as a joint present or offer some financial help in the form of a cheque or cash.

Finally do not be shy. Tell the person you plan to buy for that you do not know the make, 
model, etc. they want if you really don’t. Honesty beats sticking them with something they 
can’t or won’t ever use! And again, hang on to the receipt and determine before you buy 
what the store or website’s policy is on returns as far as time limits, open or closed boxes 
and the like. A 10% restocking fee on a $995 computer can be big bucks lost! Get it right 
before you fork over your bucks or credit card!

So, after that long, long intro, here are a few things we’d love to have given to us or to give 
to others:

—A new computer is always a good thing and as those of you who are regulars know, I’m 
a Mac person who’d love one of the new iMacs or a replacement for the early-2008 tower I 
am using to lay out this column. That said, I do not have a single friend or partner who has 
$1299 (and up depending upon which model they pick) to spend on me this year. If your 
recipient is more into PC than Mac you have a wider set of choices (and prices) as they 
can be found from $278 — or so I saw in a recent Fry’s weekend ad for an ASUS 15 inch 
laptop — up. Just remember that your recipient and your gift have to match so no matter 
how much you adore your Mac don’t buy one for that PC-loving boyfriend or Santa will 
be looking for his receipt to return it to the Apple store! Also remember the system and pro-
grammes — from games to Word and other productivity software — must match so buying 
someone with years of PC programmes a shiny new Mac means they will have to return 
that computer or buy all new software.

—Accessories are good and more of “everybody” use. That includes things like phone, tab-
let and laptop bags, cases, screen protectors, hook-up cables and chargers. Do use caution 
though as if your recipient has say an iPhone 4S and you buy the latest greatest case for an 
iPhone 5 it’s not going to fit. Same if they have a Droid or a new Microsoft Surface and you 
buy them the case for a MacBook Air. Unlike computers, the pricing for such accessories 
can be as low as $5 for a screen protector or $20 for a decent case so you won’t be spending 
$300+. Just be sure you get the item(s) which match the recipient’s gear or model.

—Special electronics are fun, but watch out — they sometimes have short-term support 
periods or even long-term ones which ultimately end. Last year we asked for and got a Log-
itech Duet music system which lets us play all the music from our computer, plus 10,000+ 
internet radio stations in any room of the house, but as of this Fall it’s been discontinued 
(though Amazon and other resellers still had some in stock when we looked recently). 
Logitech says they will continue to support it, but after 10 years of production by them 
and their predecessor Squeeze one wonders for how much longer. You can look for similar 
products from Grace Digital and others, too, but we are still smarting from Logitech’s pull-
ing from production of our last year’s gift, so again beware as all things change and a gift 
past its sell-by date can become useless if the maker’s support vanishes.

—Small accessories and stocking stuffers are always good. The pillow speakers we wrote 
about last year can be fun and allow one person to hear their music in bed while the one 
next to them sleeps. The ones we have are at www.adorama.com/SNGPS100.html?gclid=C
J3Gwe3yo7MCFUZgMgod7G0AOQ Also iTunes cards are available in denominations from 
$10 up from even the corner CVS or Rite Aid so your recipient can buy music or apps for 
his or her computer, phone or pad (both PC and Mac) and as the drugstores are 24/7 you 
can even grab some of these last minute items after the mall closes Christmas Eve!

—You can also shop online and so long as the firm is reputable like amazon.com a gift 
would be welcome in most folks homes. The e-gift certificates there can be redeemed for 
anything from books and music to computer hardware and toothpaste (literally!) and you 
can e-mail one for zero postage anywhere.

—Finally, check your 
local electronics, 
phone store (at&t, 
Sprint, T-Mobile, 
etc.) or computer 
shop and see what 
neat items they have. 
The shelves seem to 
be ever-changing at 
my local at&t store, 
for example, but 
one item we like is 
from the popular 
Jawbone accessories 
line, which includes hands-free earpieces and mics to connect to phones, but we’ve asked 
for one of their Jambox speakers. They have a mini and a large which are $199 and $299 
(Check out Amazon or other online sites for better pricing.). Using bluetooth or a cable 
they connect to your computer, pad or phone and allow you to stream your music, movie 
audio or any other sound to their high quality speakers. We find sound for size uber im-
pressive though the prices might put off some readers shopping for gifts.

So that’s our overview for this year. We hope you have (or get) all of the accessories, com-
puters and gadgets you ask for and remember if you don’t there are big sales after the first 
of the year. Just keep in mind that the same cautions apply then (old models, “remanufac-
tured” items, etc.) so even if you buy your own electronics be sure to watch for warranties, 
dodgy sellers and be sure things will work with gear you already have. 

Happy Holidays and Merry Computing!
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We do a lot of things to make Farmers® agents feel like 
they belong. But limiting your freedom to set your own 
targets and run your own business isn’t one of them.
 As a Farmers agent, you get an incredible support 
network with the training, knowledge and resources of 
one of the largest group of insurance companies in the 
U.S. And you get our continual investment in one of the 
best-known brands in the country.
 But there’s no set limit to your earning potential, 
no up-front commitment to lock you in and no initial 
financial requirement.
 To find out more about what it means to belong to the 
Farmers family of agents – or to apply – call me. 

We like our agents to feel 
like part of the family.

Cincinnati Area District Office
513-275-1968
http://www.farmersagent.com/

9050 CENTRE POINTE DR 

WEST CHESTER, OH 45069-
License #               ,
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If You Want To Reach Customers All Over 
The Region, Reach For The Phone & Call Us! 
Anything Else Would Be A Wrong Number! 

317/725.8840

Jill A. Ditmire / Mass Ave Wine Shoppe

Jill’s
Swill

Halloween @ Sylvia’s 
Was A Winner!
LAFAYETTE—Halloween was food, fun and some pretty hot costumes at 
Lafayette’s Sylvia’s Brick Oven & Columbia Ballroom. Above, Sylvia checks 
out one of the costumes close up, while below she poses with Halloween 
Bash Contest Winners: Chris Brewer and Kris Hershman, proving that 
being named Chris (regardless of how your mom spelled it) can make you a 
winner! Thanks to Lee Densmore of The Word crew for the photos.

It’s a busy time here at the Mass. Ave. Wine Shoppe, but I had to take a few minutes to 
offer my kind of holiday spirits and a few gift suggestions, too.

—Journeyman Distillery in Three Oaks, Michigan has some craft spirits that will bring 
plenty of HO and no HUMBUG to your holiday celebrations. 

The Distillery is located in an 1800's era building that once housed a factory which 
made corsets and buggy whips. (Think about THAT for a moment and you will un-
derstand why corsets are no longer the fashion.) That sense of time, history and local 
influence is reflected by owner and distiller Bill Welter who is originally from nearby 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 

Bill uses organic grains from Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin and Illinois to make his 
eclectic eco-friendly spirits. 

I recently tasted a few and so should you if artisan spirits are on your Santa's Wish 
List this season. I especially liked:

—Roads End Rum. Made from blackstrap molasses; rich and oh, so smooth.

—Bilberry Black Hearts Gin. Bilberry is a crossbred fruit from blueberry and huckle-
berry. Great floral notes and subtle hints of juniper.

—Buggy Whip Wheat Whiskey. Keeping the factory’s original use in the forefront this 
one has notes of butterscotch, caramel and warmth. Delish!

—Jalapeno. White rye whiskey distilled with jalapeno peppers grown in Welter's own 
garden.

Now a few gift ideas...

For the Naughty AND the Nice:

—For your Best Booze Lovin' Pals: Backbone Bourbon. Indiana's own, it’s made in 
small batches with BIG flavour!

—For the "Impossible" to please wino on your list: Educated Guess Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon. This bold California Cab has a label with the chemical breakdown of WINE on 
it. Impressive!

—For your In-Laws: RumChata Horchata — this rum based liqueur is a blend of coco-
nut run and nutmeg plus ginger. You can have it in coffee in the morning, on the rocks 
during the day and as an after dinner drink. That should make the day go smoothly for 
all!

—For the EX: Vampire Pinot Noir. Let he / she suck the life out of someone else... 

—For the Potential: Luscious Moscato. It’s silky, sweet and smooth. Serve with mistle-
toe.

—For the rockers: Arizona Stronghold Mandala Red is made by former Tool frontman 
Maynard Keenan.

—For the tree huggers: Stellar Organics no sulfites added Cabernet Sauvignon. No 
excuses for the headaches now...

—For your BFF: Santa Julia Tardio. It's a tropical vacation in a glass without the has-
sle of the airport security or highway speed traps. 

—For the Hopheads in your life: Flat12 Bierwerks Half Cycle IPA. Go local with a six- 
pack!

And for me that’s it for December. I’ll be back in time for the New Year with all the info 
about the best bubbly! Happy Holidays and come see us at Mass. Ave. Wine Shoppe!
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For Really Clean 
Windows, Go
Streak Free!

Indy’s Residential  & 
Commercial Window 

Cleaning Service,         
Offering Power Washing 
& Gutter Cleaning, Too!

For The Best View In Town... Call Streak Free!
889.8017 or 694.4819
streakfree77@att.net

BLOOMINGTON, Ind.—Pride, the annual film festival showcasing gay, lesbian, bi & 
trans film which runs here in late January and early February 2013, will be marking its 
10th anniversary. Founded in 2004 by two IU arts administration graduate students, 
the festival is a programme of Bloomington’s historic Buskirk–Chumley Theatre, 
which also celebrates an anniversary of its own this year — its 90th. 

In addition to showing cutting-edge films from around the world, the Pride Film 
Festival programmes a variety of live performances, lectures, public participation and 
social events that express a wide range of viewpoints and cover a variety of issues of 
interest to the community. 

Run by a volunteer steering committee made up of community members, Indiana 
University students and faculty, artists and film enthusiasts, the Pride Festival receives 
strong support from local businesses, the IU gay & lesbian Alumni Association, the 
Bloomington Convention & Visitors Centre and hundreds of residents who make the 
event the success that everyone looks forward to.

In 2013 the festival’s theme focuses on history and, particularly, on lesbian, gay, bi & 
trans history. The festival is also holding its annual competition, the Pride Video Shoot 
Out, for the 4th consecutive year. The Video Shoot Out allows local filmmakers and 
amateurs to tell their own stories in short films made in the week immediately prior to 
the festival. Films must be three minutes in length and interested filmmakers are given 
a prop and a line of dialog they must use in their film. The competition is fun and the 
guidelines level the playing field, making the distance between amateur and serious 
filmmaker much shorter. According to festival Director Danielle McClelland the Video 
Shoot Out films are very popular with audiences (which get to vote on them) and often 
provide some of the most remarkable viewing during the festival. 

New this year, and tying in with the theme of history, the festival is planning to organ-
ise a series of “historical re-enactment flash mobs,” in which volunteers in costume 
re-enact important dates and events in history during the festival. These “semi-spon-
taneous” events will tell gay history using modern technology and live performance, 
while making their own lesbian and gay history at the same time. 

The Pride Film Festival runs in Bloomington from Thursday, 31 January to Sunday, 3 
February 2013. For more information, visit http://pridefilmfestival.org or www.buskirk-
chumley.org and watch for more detailed stories in the January and February Words.

—Bill Elliott.

Flash Mobs & More 
Taking To Bloomington 

Streets As Film Fest 
Marks 10 Years In Jan.
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Sheila's 
Column

By Sheila Suess Kennedy
Wow! How about those referenda!??? Elections are always dicey propositions. People’s 
votes are affected by so many imponderables — I’d love to think, as someone who 
teaches public policy, that voters make their decisions after considering contending 
positions and evaluating them, but we all know better. Especially when measures af-
fecting the lives of gay, lesbian, bi & trans people are at issue, fear and homophobia 
and religious fanaticism have historically made for a noxious — and effective — brew.

But not this year. On November the 6th, measures on same-sex marriage were on the 
ballots in four states. In Washington, Maine and Maryland, voters endorsed marriage 
equality. In Minnesota, for the first time ever, they actually defeated an anti-marriage 
amendment. 

Voters also re-elected the first President who ever publicly supported the freedom 
to marry, and elected and re-elected a number of gay and gay-friendly legislators. In 
Wisconsin, they elected the first “out” United States Senator in American history. In 
a victory that particularly pleased me, Iowa voters rejected an effort to retire another 
of the Supreme Court justices who voted with the majority in that state’s freedom to 
marry case. 

Now let me be clear about one thing: fundamental rights should never be put to a 
vote of the electorate in the first place. No one got to vote on whether the government 
should recognise my marriage and it is constitutionally improper to give me the power 
to vote on anyone else’s. But since, as usual, no one listens to me and my “ilk,” those 
decisions were put to the electorate. They had to be dealt with.

Before November the 6th, I think it is fair to say that most gay, lesbian, bi & trans 
activists would have been happy to see a win of just one of these four ballot measures. 
They’d have been deliriously happy to win two. The advance of marriage rights has 
thus far depended primarily upon the courts and to a lesser extent, state legislatures 
— every time the issue has been put to a popular vote, the gay community has been 
defeated. Winning one or two of these measures would have been hailed as real pro-
gress, a break in the drumbeat of constant popular defeat. I think it is accurate to say 
that not even the most optimistic observers expected to win all four.

So there was a lot to cheer about in this year’s election. Bigotry lost across the board, 
and not just anti-gay bigotry. Despite a distressing amount of racism directed toward 
the President, he won handily. Latinos flexed their electoral muscles. Women refused 
to be sent barefoot and pregnant back to the kitchen. It was satisfying.

As elated as many of us are, however, it is well to remember that elections are just 
signals of change, not change agents. A lot of people who thought that Obama’s 2008 
election would usher in a new era were disappointed because they failed to under-
stand the way the system (not to mention reality) works. We don’t elect monarchs in 
the United States. Checks and balances mean that no matter what the intentions of the 
people we put in office, in order to implement the policies they champion, they must 
work through systems that were intended to force negotiation and compromise — and 
those systems aren’t working very well right now. Voting is just the beginning. Chang-
ing the world takes time — and more effort than most of us realise.

Right now, however, we’re entitled to take some time to savour the results of this 
election. We’re entitled to entertain the possibility — indeed, the probability — that 
America has turned an important corner and that genuine equality for gay men and 
lesbians is closer than it has ever been. Right now, it’s time for high fives.
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Ted Fleischaker / Resident Hypochondriac

Medical 
Matters

So, it’s Winter and for 98% of you that’s a time when you feel “down” or want to sit in-
doors and wait till Spring arrives or book tickets to Key West or Palm Springs, right?

Well, you can do that, but if you do you are going to be missing some great opportuni-
ties for exercise and to keep your heart and body ready for Spring (and that Speedo) 
when it does show up — and you will be adding some calories you won’t be burning 
off from those huge meals and celebrations which seem to fill December’s days and the 
New Year as well.

What to do?

First and foremost get (or stay) active. It’s tempting to use the weather as an excuse 
for becoming a couch potato, but our advice is don’t!

If you are a jogger, walker or runner in the warmer months, there’s nothing that says 
you can’t be one in the colder days ahead, too. You just need to check the forecast, 
dress correctly, make sure of the traction underfoot and then go! 

No Winter fitness wear in your closet? Ask Santa for some warmer outdoor clothing 
or shop for it yourself. The days when outdoor and warm also meant baggy and ugly 
are long since over. A number of internet sites and shops (including some at the local 
outlet mall) stock their shelves with great (and sexy!) cold weather gear — from tights 
and jackets to thermal undies, socks, gloves and hats. You can also use the change of 
season as a good time to update or replace your worn out shoes for better traction on 
wet or icy streets and walks. And don’t forget reflective gear, like a vest, or a flashlight 
for these darker days. Exercise is only healthy if you stay safe.

But what if you are a bicyclist or a 
swimmer? The Y awaits and they and 
other gyms offer spinning classes, 
indoor pools and workout rooms. A 
membership for your boyfriend or 
the two of you would make a great 
holiday gift as well. The same with a 
home stationery bike, crossbar, tread-
mill or other exercise gear. If you 
aren’t sure what your recipient would 
like or has space for, ask or give a gift 
certificate to one of the spots which 
sell fitness gear or outdoor wear. 
Dick’s, Gander Mountain, Columbia, 
Nike or Under Armour all have stores 
here in the area and are stocked with 
great ideas whether you are buying 
for yourself or for gifts.

Still too expensive? Want to get some 
exercise and do it in a low-tech way? 
Well the local mall probably has 
some sort of mall walkers group or 
you could just map out your own 
“trail” and walk it rain or shine. 
There are indoor as well as outdoor 
options.

For example, in downtown Indianapolis, my partners and I start at Circle Centre by 
doing a lap of each level, then we do the indoor walkways to the west for a lap around 
the Hyatt, Westin and Convention Centre before finally cutting along the garage 2nd 
level to the JW Marriott and back. It’s all warm, all indoors, all free and the entrance 
to the all weather areas is within a couple blocks of our door.

If you are in Louisville try the Mall St. Matthews or Oxmoor or in Cincinnati the 
downtown walkways or Kenwood. Every city or area has options and they usually 
open by 7 a.m. on weekdays so you can sneak in a brisk indoor walk before work or 
at lunch. Remember, too, not to wimp out — at our house we only use the indoor op-
tion if it’s icy or snowy outside or cold to the point of frostbite danger. An umbrella, 
a decent pair of boots or jacket, reflective vest, gloves and hat means most days (even 
when it’s below zero) you will find us out for our daily three miles! Besides, there’s a 
special feeling of accomplishment for knowing we were crazy enough to walk outside 

when it was -6 with a wind chill of -17 and nothing is as fun as a walk in the falling 
snow!

But there are other things you need to know besides fitness to stay well this time of 
year. One of the easiest is what your mom always told you: Wash Your Hands! It’s 
amazing how many germs are on the average pair of hands, not to mention the filth 
on everything from dollar bills to cell phones. Did you know money and phones have 
both been found to be covered in germs — including faeces! Gross, right? But so true. 
A recent British study found many cell phones are filthier than toilet bowls and there’s 
also a real reason why money is called “filthy lucre!”

Hand washing is a simple, cheap way to kill germs, but do you know how to do it 
right? If not it’s time to learn.

Start by getting the water warm. Not boiling, but as warm as you can comfortably 
tolerate. Next, grab the soap (any kind will do despite commercials touting this or 
that brand) and lather up. Third, sing Happy Birthday twice!  Yes, really! Sing it twice. 
That’s about the amount of time you will need to kill those germs. Don’t forget (mom 
said this, too) to give extra attention to your nails and the areas between your fingers 
where bacteria can hide. Finally, rinse in warm water and dry thoroughly. If you get 
dry skin in Winter, you can add some lotion as a final step, but that one’s optional. Usu-
ally drying well will do the job.

If you refrain from touching your eyes, nose or mouth with “dirty hands” and wash be-
fore eating, after the bathroom and after you handle money or have been out touching 
objects you will go a long way toward staying well this winter.

Finally, remember that it’s not too late for a flu shot. They are especially important if 
you have a compromised immune system, work in healthcare or with children or are 
over 60, but they are a good idea for everyone. Most pharmacies, doctors’ offices and 
“doc in the box” clinics offer them for under $30 and many insurance plans will pay 
all or part of the cost, too. As the Midwest usually has a peak of flu activity from late 
December into Spring, you are not too late to be protected.

And that’s it...our easy and cheap ideas to help you be and stay healthy this Winter. Oh, 
and you surely noticed I said at the start of this column Winter is a bad time for 98% 
of you. You did notice that, didn’t you? Well that’s because there are some of us who 
are “two percenters.” Unlike the vast majority, we 1-2% feel happy on drab, cold, snowy 
days and down on hot or sunny ones in Summer. Unless you are one of “us” try some 
extra vitamins, an artificial “sun” light which mimics the rays of the real one ($99 and 
up at many drugstores and medical supply places) or book that cruise or Palm Springs 
break.

Please note... 
To keep our lawyers happy, be advised that the recommendations 
which are contained in this column are suggestions, but are not to be 
taken as medical advice. Always consult your physician or a healthcare 
professional before undertaking any physical fitness or other exercise 
programme.
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December 1, 2012

Westminster Presbyterian 
125 North Wilkinson Street 
Dayton, Ohio  45402

6:00 pm

Celebrate! The kickoff to your holiday 

season.  The DGMC will serve you three 

courses of Yuletide cheer with that extra 

special flare!  We’ll leave you with full 

hearts and appetites ready for a 

second helping!

Tickets for Celebrate!, our annual holiday concert, may be  
purchased via our website, www.daytongaymenschorus.org  
or from any chorus member, and at the door

cost:  $15.00

DGMC 12-13 seaon ads for Word.indd   1 11/6/12   2:15 PM
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See You at IOZZO’S 
946 S Meridian St 
Indianapolis, IN  
317-974-1100 
www.iozzos.com 

Happy Hour at 
I O Z Z O ‘ S 

Half Price Appetizers Mon-Thur  
3pm-6pm in the Bar or Courtyard 

 

Choose From These Selections 
Bruschetta $3.5 
Basil Cheese Garlic Bread $4 
Meatball Martini $4 
Stuffed Mushrooms $5.5 
Calamari Fritti $5 
Toasted Ravioli $4.5 
ZoZo Crispy Shrimp $5 

Weekday Drink Specials 
Available All Day 

 

Monday 
Half Price Carafes of House Wine 

Tuesday 
25% Off Bottles of Wine 

Wednesday 
50% Off Glasses of Wine 

Thursday 
$5 Martinis 

The Gray Agency
(317) 624-1934

INSURANCE
Because You 
Never Know 
When The 

Need Might 
Arise!

Proudly Keeping It In The Family
With An Agent You Can Talk To!

For All Your Insurance Needs: 
Auto * Home * Renters * Life * Health
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an IndyChoruses production, in conjunction with Music at Saint Paul’s
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY

DECEMBER 14 & 15

7:30 PM

Saint Paul’s Episcopal Church

6050 N Meridian Street

Indianapolis, Indiana

$15 In Advance

$20 At The Door

Advance Tickets At

Presented
by
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A Hot Air Balloon Ride is a great gift 
for people who love adventure! And 
it’s an experience they’ll remember  
for a lifetime!
Purchase this MBR Special Holiday Gift 
Package from Midwest Balloon Rides 
and you’ll get a gift certificate for two 
tucked into the front inside cover of the 
collector’s book, Aloft! at the Albuquerque 
International Balloon Fiesta®, a 120 page 
full color 9"x11" coffee table book. This 
book features beautiful pictures and 
information about hot air balloons—it’s  
a great book for all to peruse.

The MBR Special Holiday Gift Package 
recipient will believe they are getting a 
book as a gift until you direct them to 
open the front cover, revealing the gift 
certificate for a ride for two!

MBR  
Special Holiday  

Gift Package
$499

Includes one balloon ride  
for two, the Aloft  
collector’s book  

plus many extras! 
Visit  

midwestballooonrides.com  
to learn more.

We will ship the gift certificate 
in the Aloft book to you at no 
additional charge. 

To order, or for questions 
please contact us at tony@
midwestballoonrides.com  
or 317.863.0318

Wrap up the 
Ultimate Gift 
& Adventure  
this holiday season!

Wrap up the 
Ultimate Gift 
& Adventure  
this holiday season!
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Bill Malcolm / Word Columnist

Play 
Ball!

It’s December and Winter is here — at least in the sports world whether or not there’s 
actually snow on the ground as you read this. That’s OK because there is alot going on 
in the Midwest this month, regardless of the weather. This edition I am featuring Lou-
isville dodgeball, the Naptown rollerball team, a wrap-up of the volleyball tournament, 
a bowling round up and — just to prove it IS Winter —two ski events.

—Bowling. Bowling is big in the Midwest (who knew) and almost every Midwest city 
has a team. Here is a quick round-up:

* Cincinnati: The Champaign Memorial League meets on Sundays.Visit their website 
at www.bowlonSundays.com

* Dayton: The Greater Dayton Rainbow League meets Sundays at Poelking Lanes.

* Indianapolis has three bowling teams. The Crossroads High Rollers meets Sundays 
on the east side at All Star Bowl around 6 p.m. Contact them at indypridebowl@yahoo.
com The Western Strugglers meets on the west side at Western Bowl (6441 W. Wash-
ington Street). For info e-mail shygi1967@yahoo.com The Naptown Kings and Queens 
meets Thursdays at Woodland Bowl. That’s them below.

* Louisville: Contact bluegrass.classic@hotmail.com for information on the team.

* Nashville: The Music City Rollers are the team to watch or bowl for and they meet at 
Tusculumn Lanes on Sundays at noon. Contact Tnsplooie@gmail.com

Of course for more Midwest teams and for information on these and other teams, visit 
www.igbo.org the official governing body for gay bowlers nationwide.

—Dodgeball

The Louisville Gay Athlet-
ic Alliance has a dodge-
ball group that meets 
Tuesdays from 6-8 p.m. 
at the House of Ruth. 
The fee is $2. For more 
information, “like”the 
Louisville Gay Athletic 
Association on Facebook. 
Of course long-time 
readers will already know 
plenty about this sport 
and team thanks to Arty 
Allen, my predecessor in 
these pages as well as an 
avid player himself.

—Skiing It’s Winter and that means it’s time to ski. In any event, it’s not too early to 
plan to attend one or both of the two major gay ski weekends this coming year, though 
getting there will require some planning and plane tickets, too. 

From 13th through 20th January, Aspen has their annual gay ski week. Contact gay-
skiweek.com to find out all of the ins and outs of this wonderful event with a lot of fun 
folks like those seen at right above. 

Can’t make that one or can’t get enough of the skis and boards? Plan for 3rd through 
10th February then and book a ticket to Vancouver. That’s the closest airport to the 
annual Whistler/Blackomb ski week in beautiful British Columbia. Visit www.gaywhis-
tler.com for more information and be sure and leave time to wander around nearby 
Vancouver if you go. 

The Granville Island Market, Stanley Park and Gastown are just three of the worth-
while spots, plus leave time to shop or have a coffee on Robeson Street at Murchies, 
too. The people-watching there is first-class! 

Oh, and if you like a different type of slope try a bit of in-town skiing. Take the sea bus 
and city bus (Yes, public transport!) from downtown Vancouver to Grouse Mountain 
where you can ski overlooking the city. The day skiing is fun and the city lights at night 
are breath-taking. And they have a really decent restaurant up there as well. 

All the information can be found (including conditions, hours and even menus for the 
various spots on the hill to eat) at www.grousemountain.com

—Roller Skating The Naptown RollerGirls of Indianapolis have an event scheduled 
for 29th December at the Blue Ribbon Pavillion at the Indiana State Fairgrounds. 
Check their website for more information at www.naptownrollergirls.com

—Tennis The Indy Tennis Club doesn’t let a little snow, rain and cold ruin their game 
as they now meet indoors at the West Side Racquet club on Sundays in the late after-
noon and evening for the Winter. For more information e-mail them at indy.tennis@
yahoo.com

—Rugby Here’s one which does not play in the cold, but the break is a short one for 
the boys with leather balls! The rugby season is over for the Nashville Grizzlies after 
playing their last game against the St. Louis Crusaders. As we said...it’s a short break 
as matches resume in February.

—Running/Walking The Indy Frontrunners run and walk all year (weather permitting 
at 6.30 p.m. on Tuesdays from the Indianapolis Zoo and Saturdays at 10 a.m. starting 
from the Butler University Hinckle Field House parking lot. Several members are also 
doing the “Santa Hustle” run 16th December, which is a benefit. If you want to join 
them, check for details at www.santahustle.com

—Volleyball The Circle City Volleyball tournament was held recently on Indianapolis’ 
West Side at Plainfield. Congratulations are in order to the following teams (listed in 
order of finish by division):

* A/AA Division: Columbus No Touch. Chicago Megastars. Nap Town Free Ballers

* BB Division:  New York  Girls,  Saint Louis Good Service, Atlanta Hide Ya Kids

* B Divison: Fort Wayne’s Ball Me Maybe, Saint Louis Just John and Chicago Fresh 
Ground Pepper

Thanks also are due to tourney organiser Jen for her great job. 

And for December, 
that’s it. Happy Hol-
idays to everyone in 
the sports com-
munity. And please 
note: mention or 
picture of a team 
or individual does 
not imply anything 
regarding sexual 
orientation.

January deadline 
is 10 December 
and events can be 
e-mailed to billmal-
colm@gmail.com.
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Word Photos By Mark Dickhaus At
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Indy’s Bag Ladies prowled the streets recently bringing home a lot of 
smiles, a lot of tired queens and over $17,000 in cash, too!
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By DJ "Miss" Hill / MJ's Cafe / Dayton

Music 
Corner

Catch DJ Hill every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday at MJ’s Café in Dayton.

Hill’s Top 10. Based on dance floor results and requests (Not what he thinks is hot):

1 - Pink - Blow Me (One Last Kiss) (Cosmic Dawn Remix)

2 - Karmin - Brokenhearted (Razor-N-Guido Mix)

3 - Nicki Minaj - Starships (Cosmic Dawn Remix)

4 - Nicki Minaj - Pound The Alarm

5 - Madonna - Turn Up The Radio (R3hab Surrender Remix)

6- Christina Aguilera - Your Body (Country Club Martini Crew Mix)

7 - Kylie Minogue - Timebomb (Extended Mix)

8 - Rihanna - Where Have You Been (Hardwell Remix)

9 - Adele - Skyfall (Shahaf Moran Extended)

10 - Kristine W and Bimbo Jones - Everything That I Got (Bimbo Jones Club Mix)

 Hill’s Personal Top 5 Favourites:

1 - Cazwell & Peaches - Unzip Me (Wawa Mix)

2 - Kylie Minogue - Timebomb (Extended)

3 - Adam Lambert – Never Close Our Eyes (Almighty Club Mix)

4 - Adele - Skyfall (Shahaf Moran Mix)

5 - Karmin - Brokenhearted (Razor N Guido Mix)

Hey there!!! DJ “Miss” Hill here. I’m sayin’ the “YAAAAAY!” It’s December and time 
to throw out the corn stalks and start decorating for the holidays. And here’s hop-
ing Santa has a bag full o’ mixes. Let’s find out. Just a reminder though, I’m not here 
to tell you what’s new but to let you know what new remixes are out there whether 
through my record/video pool or from word of mouth.

Karmin - Hello: Oh this goofy little girl. I loved her Brokenhearted (Razor N Guido 
Mix) But she shouldn’t rap. She’s trying to be Nikki Minaje. Stop it Karmin! Once 
again the Razor N Guido Mix Rules. Jump Smokers have gotten too electronic. Their 
mix grates my nerves just after a minute of listening to it. And forget about the Laid-
back Luke Vocal Mix unless you like Dubstep though I know some of you out there do. 
Yuck.

Kelly Clarkson - Catch My Breath: Love me some Kelly. But as usual she needs some 
energy boosting. The best clubby mix so far is the Happy Hotdog Mix. I miss the days 
when Jody Den Broeder remixed all of her hits.

Bex - Life Of The Party: Wow...what a bubble gum month. At least she’s singing about 
partying. As far as mixes go the Cosmic Dawn mix sounds too close to the original for 
me, which I thought was odd. And then there is the Mig & Rizzo Mix with those loud 
farting robots. But it’s not too bad. Get Rizzo by himself and you get the Mike Rizzo 
Funk Generation Mix full of all kinds of energy. This one is more clubby.

Carly Rae Jespen - This Kiss: This chick is so boring. I just can not stand her. But 
that’s just me. The original has absolutely no energy. Good thing we have the Digital 
Dog Mix. And here’s a new one for me. The sounds of a robot frog croaking in the 
Seamus Haji Mix. It made me laugh. Really? This is music?

Kamaliya - Butterflies: I actually don’t hate this one. It’s not something I’m going to 
play voluntarily and I hate to say this, but the original is better than the mixes. When 
I got the Wideboys Club Mix I was excited...until the Dubstep came in. What the hell? 
The Wideboys have never stooped to Dubstep level. I’ve always been uplifted by their 
club anthems. Ho-hum. And never mind the Chuckie Club Mix with all those farting 
robots and stuttering vocals. Blah! 

Tony Moran, feat Anastacia - If I Was Your Boyfriend: When I first heard this I 
thought it was a cover of Justin Beiber’s Boyfriend. I’m confused why Anastacia is 
asking if me “If I was your boyfriend…” Is she outing her guy accusing him of being 
closeted? Tony Moran is big on gay club anthems and Anastacia is a gay club diva so 

there has to be something to this. And when Tony teams up with Mr. Wrigg we get the 
Tony Moran and Warren Wrigg Club Mix. And yes it is gay club approved. The Gustavo 
Scorpio Club Mix is kind of hot too.

That’s it for now. I wish I had more club stuff and less bubble gum this month. Hope-
fully Santa saved some stuff at the last minute and he will send it to me Express Mail 
before the next deadline. Crossing fingers. 

I’ll be back in January bringing in the New Year with more hot mixes. Check me out 
at MissHillDJ.com or find me on Facebook under DJ-Douglas Hill. If you like or hate 
what I review about I really don’t care (just kidding) but feel free to e-mail me at hill@
misshilldj.com or message me on facebook at DJ-Douglas Hill. I welcome both good 
and hateful replies. 

And let me know about any local independent music. I’m always open to new stuff.

 



WOMEN-ONLY PARTY
NEW YEAR’S EVE

featuring
DJ SUZY WAUD

Make Your Reservation Now
or Contact Us at:

www.3hitsentertainment.com

MONDAY

DEC 31

6:30PM

COME CELEBRATE WITH USCOME CELEBRATE WITH US

Multiple Event Packages
Starting as Low as $146 / Person
All Packages include event ticket(s),
formal dinner (formal dress attire is optional)
with OPEN BAR, one night stay at the
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Columbus-Worthington
and event t-shirts for each ticket holder.

Dinner • Drinks • Dancing • Hotel • Entertainment
DoubleTree by Hilton Columbus-Worthington

175 Hutchinson Ave, Columbus OH 43235
www.doubletreecolumbushotel.com

Deadline for registration is Monday December 17th.
Must be 21 to Enter
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Gay Vets 
Are Out & 
Proud!

INDIANAPOLIS—While it was not their 
first time in the Veterans Day Parade, 
it was the first since repeal of “don’t 
ask, don’t tell” for AVER, the American 
Veterans for Equal Rights, local chap-
ter. Gay Veterans in the Veterans Day 
Parade 2012 was a real boost for the 
community and other vets who lined 
downtown’s streets 10th November. 

Word photos: Mark Dickhaus.
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Food For 
Thought

Gossip 
Cats

By Gossipcats Britain & Sydney By Ted Fleischaker / Word Publisher
Lately I have had several of you e-mail or stop me to ask why this column has not yet 
reviewed any of the food trucks which seem to have sprung up like Spring dandeli-
ons on the downtown streets in Indianapolis and many other cities throughout the 
region. 

And just as many as who asked were taken aback by my reply: I do not and will not 
eat anything from one of what we used to call “roach coaches”. Sorry!

That always brings the inevitable “Why?” and usually I just grunt a short reply, but I 
figured readers deserved a bit longer one in this space so here ‘tiz: I have a problem 
with these mobile restaurants for a few reasons and when added up I do not plan to 
ever patronise them. My personal reasons include:

—While I have spoken to my health department friends and am convinced they are 
all routinely inspected (likely more than some bricks-and-mortar restaurants) and 
safe to buy from, I remain a bit unconvinced after watching some of them set up and 
do business. I know that’s my personal OCD in action, but regardless of what does or 
does not happen back in the permanent restaurant kitchens I just feel a bit put off by 
a lot of the preparation being done in what was once a delivery truck or that ilk when 
one buys at a food truck.

—I love being “a regular” where I eat and in all my travels I have noticed just a small 
percentage of the food trucks show up at the same place every day. If I like some-
thing I want to go back and eat there often and send friends. With them it’s unpre-
dictable since they are — afterall — on wheels. Some do try for the same spots every 
day (I never can figure out how the ones I do see in the same places get those spots 
when they are usually parking metered areas for which they must compete — and 
hopefully also pay the meters — but that’s another story.).

—Most do not serve complete meals unless you call a burger or fries (with no burg-
ers) or a taco or the like a whole meal. I will admit it: I am a self-confessed food snob 
and I love (and live for) my lunches and dinners. The food trucks just can’t compete 
with a sit-down place. Oh, and there’s that, too: There’s nowhere to sit down. As I 
don’t have an office per se to take things back to and with weather fickle around 
here I don’t like the idea I might get wet, hot, cold, snowed on or blown away while I 
“dine” if I buy from one of the food trucks and head for the steps on Monument Cir-
cle or the Belvidere or Fountain Square. Sorry, but I like a real chair in a comfortable 
dining room and these trucks offer none of the above.

—And finally, the biggie with this reviewer... one which you can call “the moral 
concern” if you’d like: I feel it is unfair for these vagabonds to set up — often right in 
front of established restaurants who provide service all day and all evening, as well 
as property tax money or rental incomes to landlords and a lot of jobs in our down-
town. When one of the gypsy food vendors parks outside of an established eatery 
it costs them business, customers and income. It also has cost downtown at least 
some restaurants as I was informed of one office building which lost its cafe this Fall 
because the owner informed customers at his demise “The food trucks took away my 
profits!” Well, folks, competition is fine and fair and a lot of downtown (and other) 
restaurants have regrouped or closed, too — it’s part of what we call business — but 
the difference here is these cowboys are not in any set spots nor do they guarantee 
they will be tomorrow, next week or any other time and they have no set costs to be 
open. Several park in loading zones or fail to even pay their parking meters.

Whereas a bricks-and-mortar restaurant has to remain in place, turn on the lights, 
make the food, hire and pay staff (often our friends) and pay rent or property taxes, 
if the weather is crappy a food truck vendor just stays in the garage and doesn’t show 
up. He or she also doesn’t have property tax, large staff expenses (translate that JOBS 
for folks) or any of the rest.

So there’s our rather long-winded answer to why we don’t and won’t be eating at any 
of the food trucks. While we think the idea is novel and cute (Dare we use the word 
“fad”?) and it brings in a few different cuisines to the streets, we don’t feel it’s some-
thing for us, which makes all the difference in the world. 

We know we will be hearing from some downtown food truck festival (They have one 
every so often in a parking lot.) or other devotees and we do apologise. 

We also remind that just like with a stationery restaurant a review is this (or any 
other) critic’s opinion. In ours food trucks are best walked by enroute to “real” res-
taurants, regardless of how devoted you may be, sorry!

Santa has his elves but we pussies prefer to report on our fairies, though from the reports 
which have been showing up it appears that not everybody is going to be getting “nice boi” 
presents this holiday and a lot of folks might find their socks filled with coal. That aside, 
here are a few of the things we cats have been told of again starting (as we did last issue) 
with a little quiz. 

First question: What Midwest restaurant or club was the person who posted the following 
on his Facebook one recent day talking about? “Not so much a great experience at (club 
name) last night, probably won’t be back there for a long while. The food was awful, a cou-
ple of people that I could not stand were there. And there were a couple of people there that 
I hated. (which you have that anywhere, to be fair)... And lastly, the restroom was disgust-
ing, worse than I have ever seen it in all the years...”

Second question: What Midwest town has recently lost a gay club after one of the opera-
tors saw his business fall apart, partly because he said the country was on the path to hell 
after the Obama re-election and then admitted he was a Republican regardless of the conse-
quences for our community? Extra credit it you can name the person.

Number three: Name at least one of the folks who recently returned to their former jobs 
at an Indianapolis club they both left. Extra credit: Name a 3rd who just started there after 
being shown the door at another local bar.

Four: Identify the establishment an e-mailer was referring to when he wrote we cats: “They 
are circling the drain! The new owner & manager don’t know what the hell they’re doing. 
Two weeks ago they ran out of bread & eggs. It’s unbelievable. The original staff is gone, the 
regulars are staying away in droves & no one who works in the company seems to care...”

OK, so swap papers and see how you did. Feel free to e-mail we pussies with guesses if you 
wish. Our catty e-mail is cats@midwestword.com So what else do we have for you this 
time? Well, it appears that one of the town’s best-known lesbians spent the night at 
a downtown hotel, but we aren’t sure if her girlfriend was invited to come along or 
not. How do we cats know? Because our owners spotted a car parked out front on a recent 
Sunday morning walk about 6.15 and from the description and stickers on it, we pussies are 
99% sure we know whose pussy was likely inside the inn. ...Speaking of inns, congrats to 
our Louisville friends George & Eddie who own Connection and the wonderful Mar-
ketplace restaurant, too, on their newest addition. It’s a hotel which is due to open in the 
next year and if it’s anything like their awesome dance club and restaurant it’s gonna be the 
deal. More details (and photos) when things get closer, but meanwhile tell ‘em we cats say hi 
when you next go dancing at Connection or have lunch at Marketplace. ...Speaking of mar-
kets, as of this writing, the folks over at Indy’s Metro are in the market for additional 
staff. According to manager Douglas’ post “Now filling part-time position(s) for servers, 
cooks, and daytime cleaning. Please come in and fill out an application at the first floor bar.” 
In case you’ve been living in a cave for an extended period, Metro is at 707 Mass Ave in Indy. 
...Speaking of caves, he’s not been living in one, but in Vegas where he’s gettin’ his 
PhD, which is our way to say watch out, Indy because former Word helper and long-
time friend of these cats, Chris Conner will be back for a visit over Christmas. Also in 
town for the holidays will be former Indy resident Rodney Ross, who will be signing  
his new book, The Cool Part Of His Pillow at 7 p.m. Friday night, 21st December at 
Indy Reads Books, 911 Mass Ave. We cats hear tell management of the city’s only down-
town bookseller is excited about this first signing by a member of our community. ...Speak-
ing of members of the community, congrats to the folks at the Cincinnati Community 
Centre on the final completion of their remodel. Don’t miss Mother Goose’s hilarious 
column in this issue detailing the angst of getting new chairs for the place. ...Speaking of 
chairs (and beds), we had to laugh at our fibbing friends after we were made aware of 
the sadness following a major gas explosion which killed several on Indy’s South Side 
one recent Saturday night about 11. What was funny about a tragedy? The number of our 
Facebook friends who posted immediately after that they were thrown out of their beds by 
the force of the blast. We had no clue that so many were even in bed before midnight on a 
Saturday night, especially since most of them brag on Facebook & Twitter they stay out and 
party all night. Looks like a tragedy caught at least a half dozen of you who were not at the 
bars at all and since they had time to post, they were likely flyin’ solo when the blast hit. Our 
sympathies, by the way, to all injured and displaced — including the cats and dogs who lost 
their homes! ...Finally, speaking of losing their home, we are glad to hear Craig, for-
merly of English Ivy’s and now of New York City, not only did not lose his in the big blow 
from Sandy (the hurricane, that is) but he didn’t even lose his power. Sadly we did hear his 
current employer closed for a week following the storm, leaving Craig to play video games 
and entertain himself till the city that never sleeps got back on its feet. We miss you at Ivy’s 
Craig! ...And on that note, happy holidays and see you in the new year!
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